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ABSTRACT 

We study a class of weak solutions to the equilibrium equations of 

nonlinear elasticity in which a hole forms at the centre of a ball in 

tension. It is shown that there exists a critical value of the boundary 

displacement at which a stable solution, corresponding to a deformation 

with a cavity, bifurcates from the homogeneous solution (which then loses 

stability). This part of our analysis extends work of Ball (1982) to more 

general stored energy functions. 

In Chapter 2 the asymptotic behaviour of the critical loads and 

displacements at which bifurcation occurs is determined in the 

incompressible limit. 

We approximate the singular problem of cavitation in a solid ball by 

means of a sequence of non singular problems for punctured balls BE of 

internal radius £ • Using phase plane arguments we prove the 4niqueness 

of solutions to boundary value problems for BE and are then led to a 

proof of uniqueness of solutions with cavities for the solid ball. The 

asymptotic behaviour of the punctured ball solutions as £~ 0 is 

determined and a uniform first order expansion constructed. 

Finally we interpret the phenomonon of cavitation using elements of 

the field theory of the calculus of variations. 



INTRODUCTION 

Consider a homogeneous ball of isotropic elastic material which in 

its reference configuration occupies the region B = {~ €. R3; I~I < 1 ). 

A deformation of the ball corresponds to a function x: B ~ R3 and in 

hypere1asticity we associate with x an energy E which is given by 

where W is the stored energy function of the material. The equilibrium 

equations of non linear elasticity under zero body force are the Eu1er-

Lagrange equations for (1), that is 

~ [E: '..c (V ~ (!» ] = 0 i = 1,2,3 

(1) 

(2) 

and x is said to be a weak equilibrium solution if (2) holds in the sense 

of distributions. 

In this thesis we consider radial deformations, that is x of the 

form 

= r(R) X 
R -

where R = I~I. As the material is isotropic W(F) may be expressed as 
1 

(FTF)~. Ball (1982) a symmetric function ~ of the eigen-va1ues v. of 
1 

shows that the study of weak equilibrium solutions of the form (3) is 

equivalent to studying solutions to the radial equilibrium equation 

d (R2~ ( '(R) r(R) r(R)) ) 
dR '1 r 'R' R 

= 2R~ ('(R) r(R) r(R)) 
'2 r 'R R' 

where ~,. denotes differentiation of ~ with respect to its 
1 

.th 
1 

( 3) 

( 4) 

argument, and he exhibits a class of solutions to (4) that satisfy r(O) > O. 

This corresponds to a hole forming at the centre of the deformed ball and 



following Ball (1982) we term this cavitation. We say that a solution 

r of (4) is a cavitating equilibrium solution if it satisfies reO) > 0 

together with the natural boundary condition that the cavity surface is 

stress free. Ball's results however are only valid for a particular class 

of stored energy functions. Throughout this thesis we will treat a 

general form of the stored energy function rather this restricted class. 

In Chapter 0 section 1 we make precise the notion of a weak equilibrium 

solution and in section 2 we gather together properties of solutions r to 

(4) • 

Our proof of existence of equilibrium solutions to the displacement 

and traction problems uses the direct method of the calculus of variations 

to show that a minimiser of E exists in the class of radial deformations. 

A key problem in the. direct method is to extract a convergent subsequence 

from any minimising sequence and in the case of our radial problem difficulty 

arises from the singularity of the integrand at the origin. Ball (1982) 

overcomes this through a change of variables relative to which the integrand 

is non singular. Our approach differs in that we work away from the 

singularity on intervals of the form [a,l] and then pass to the limit as 

a~ O. In propositions 1.8 and 1.9 we exhibit the existence of cavitating 

minimisers for stored energy functions satisfying 

o < M ~ ~(A,A,A) 
A3 

for A sufficiently large. In doing so we use a technique of Ball (1982) 

but our approach makes explicit the role of this growth condition. 

In the displacement boundary value problem the solution or r of (4) 

satisfies r(l) = A > O. When combined, the results of theorem 0.14 and 

proposition 1.8 give the existence of a critical boundary displacement 

A " with the property that for A < A "t the homogeneous deformation cr1t cr1 

is the unique minimiser of the energy for A > A cri t 
a deformation with a 



cavity is the unique energy minimiser. These results extend those of 

Ball (1982). 

In Chapter 1 section 2 we indicate how the results of section 1 may 

be extended to inhomogeneous materials and the chapter is concluded with a 

calculation of the critical load for cavitation of an incompressible 

inhomogeneous material. We show that the critical load depends purely on 

the material present at the origin and moreover that it is the same as 

that for a homogeneous ball composed entirely of this material. 

The Incompressible Limit 

In Chapter 2 we consider a class of stored energy functions of the 

form 

where W
inc 

is the stored energy function of an incompressible material and 

f is a compressibility term with the property that 

Then 

Ik(x) d~f JlWk(V~)dX 
B 

satisfies k 
I (x) ~co as k ---+0 unless detv~ = 1 a.e •• Thus in the 

limit k ~ 0 only incompressible deformations have finite energy; we term 

this the incompressible limit. In theorem 2.5, using a penalty argument, 

we show that the critical displacements satisfy 

A~rit ~ 1 as k ~ O. 

To show convergence of the critical loads P~rit to the incompressible 

critical load pinc poses a more difficult problem as it involves passing to crit 



a limit in the f term in which detF ~ 1 and k ~ 0 simultaneously. 

We overcome this by an alternative characterisation of the critical load as 

the "stress at infinity" in an infinite body. This relies on the invariance 

of the equilibrium equations under rescaling which is such that an 

infinitessimal hole in a finite expanse of material behaves as a finite hole 

in an infinite expanse. If P(c) is the stress on the boundary of the ball 

for a cavitating equilibrium solution with cavity of size c, then the 

critical load at which bifurcation occurs is the limiting value of P(c) as 

c ~ O. Under the rescaling this may be replaced by the limiting value of 

the stress on the outer boundary of a finite ball that contains a fixed 

cavity, the limit now being taken as the size of the ball tends to infinity 

(with the hole size remaining constant). An explicit example of convergence 

of the critical loads and displacements is given in Ball (1982) ex. 7.11. 

Punctured Balls 

Cavitating equilibrium solutions are singular three dimensional 

deformations in which the origin maps to the cavity surface. We approximate 

the solid ball B by a sequence of domains BE which correspond in the 

reference configuration to 'punctured' balls of internal radius E and in 

doing so we remove the point of singularity. 

Equilibrium solutions to the mixed displacement traction boundary 

value problem for a punctured ball BE correspond to solutions ~ of (4) 

satisfying ~ (1) = A > 0 and zero stress on the inner surface (which is 

non linear boundary condition). A change of variables gives (4) an autonomous 

form and any such solution r£ generates an orbit in phase space with the 

property that it intersects two given curves. We parametrize the set of all 

orbits with this property and show that an appropriate 'time map' is a 

strictly monotone function of the parameter. This enables us to prove 

uniqueness of r£ in theorem 3.4. A different choice of time map yields a 

proof of uniqueness of solutions to the pure displacement boundary value 

problem for BE (see theorem 3.5). 



Intuitively we expect to approximate equilibrium solutions 

to the displacement boundary value problem for the solid ball B. In 

proposition 4.5 we show that r£ is a solution to the mixed problem for 

B£ if and only if it is the global minimiser of the energy. This 

enables us, using energy arguments, to prove the following convergence 

results 

if A ~ A crit then Sup IrE(R) - AR I -0 as £-0 and 
1£.,11 

if A > A crit then Sup Ir£(R) - rc(R) 1--+ 0 as t- 0, 
[£,1] 

where r (R) is a cavitating equilibrium solution for the solid ball B • 
c 

(The convergence (6) was first noted in Ball (1982». 

exhibit boundary layer behaviour with significant 

changes in strain in a ne!ghbourhood of the cavity. In proposition 4.7 we 

prove the existence of solutions r 
o 

to (4) on the exterior domain 

that satisfy zero stress at R = 1 and with asymptotic behaviour 

[1 ,CIJ) 

rQ~R) ~ A as R ~ro. Using this solution we construct in theorem 4.9 

the following uniform first order expansion for the namely 

(5) 

(6) 

Thus our expansion gives a uniform estimate of the strains within the boundary 

layer. 

In Chapter 4 section 2 we indicate the relevance of our results in 

studying the interactions between voids in a material. 

Uniqueness of the Cavitating Solution 

It is readily observed that when interpreted geometrically the uniqueness 

proofs of Chapter 3 section 1 for punctured balls rely on the fact that two 

distinct orbits in phase space cannot cross and thus one solution curve either 



lies wholly below or above any other. Motivated by this consideration we 

make a change of variables in the energy functional to an integration over 

phase plane variables relative to which the energy is a convex function. 

This leads to a natural proof of uniqueness of cavitating equilibrium 

solutions in theorem 3.14. 

This contrasts with Ball who uses an ad hoc gronwa11 inequality 

together with very restrictive hypotheses to prove uniqueness. Stuart (1984) 

under less restrictive conditions uses a shooting argument showing that 

the stress on the cavity surface is a monotone function of the derivative on 

the boundary. Thus in Stuart's approach uniqueness is an immediate 

consequence of existence. Our theorem differs from the work of Ball and 

Stuart not only in its generality but also through the alternative view that 

it gives into the underlying structure of the problem. 

The Field Theory of the Calculus of Variations 

Our results indicate a 1-1 correspondence between solutions of the 

equilibrium equations and global minimisers of the energy (see for example 

proposition 4.5). The classical field theory of the calculus of variations 

gives sufficient conditions for a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations 

to be a strong local minimum of the energy. In Chapter 5 section 1 we 

present elements of the theory and modify a result of Weierstrass to give 

sufficient conditions for a solution to be a global minimiser. 

Though Stuart (1984) is able to show the existence and uniqueness of 

cavitating equilibrium solutions, he is able to conclude little as to their 

stability. In Chapter 4 section 2, exploiting the invariance of the 

equilibrium equations under rescaling, we construct a field of extrema1s 
~ 

(proposition 5.12) and using the Weierstrass theory we are able to study 

stability in a full neighbourhood of these equilibria in an appropriate 

function space. A conservation law for finite e1astostatics plays a central 



role in this analysis. In Ball (1982) stability is a direct consequence 

of his variational method of proving existence once he proves uniqueness 

of the cavitating equilibrium solution. Our field theory methods yield 

both uniqueness and stability in one. Our approach also has the advantage 

over Stuart's and Ball's that we are able to treat the homogeneous and 

cavitating solutions within the same framework. 

When combined with the work of Stuart (1984) the results of Chapter 4 

yield a complete description of radial cavitation without recourse to the 

variational methods of Ball. 

Constitutive Assumptions 

In the course of this thesis we will refer to a number of constitutive 

hypotheses on the stored energy function ~, a list of these hypotheses is 

given in the Appendix. 

Notation 

We will write M3x3 for the space of all 3 x 3 matrices over ~. 

We set 

detF > 01 

and denote by SO(3) the special orthogonal group on R3. 

LP Spaces 

If E C n3 is measurable, n ~ 1, 1 ~ P < +00 then we denote by 

LP(E, Rn) the Banach space of equivalence classes of Lebesgue measurable 

functions u: E ~ Rn with norm 

= 

( c • f. Adams). 

WU(~) IP 

ESSSup 
xEE 

II-lip defined by 

1 ~ P < +00 

p=CD 



Sobolev Spaces 

Let E C R3 be measurable and let ~ = (xl ,x
2

,x
3
). We denote by 

D. 
1. 

the differential operator 

j. E Z. then we write 
1. 

a 
ax:-- • " 

If is a multiindex 

where U 1= jl + j2 + j3· If j = (0,0,0) then D
j = I the identity. 

For each integer m .. I and I ~ P < +00 we wri te ~,P(E) for the 

Sobolev space of equivalence classes of Lebesgue measurable functions u 

satisfying u € LP(E) and such that all distributional derivatives of u 

of order less than or equal to m also lie in LP(E). ~,P(E) then 

becomes a Banach space under the norm 

(see Adams). 



CHAPTER 0 

Section 1 

Consider a homogeneous elastic body which in a reference configuration 

occupies the bounded, open, connected set Q C R3. In a typical deformation 

3 x : Q ~ R a particle with position vector X moves to a point having 

position vector x(X). 

Reference Deformed 

If W:M3x3 ~ R+ is the stored energy function of the material then the 
+ 

total energy E associated with the deformation! is given by 

(0.0.1) 

whenever 

(0.0.2) 

Condition (0.0.1) is the assumption of hyperelasticity (see Truesdell and 

Noll (1965)). We say that x is an admissible deformation if it satisfies 

the invertibility condition (0.0.2). Note that this is a local condition 

on ~. However, from a physical point of view we would require deformations 

to be globally one to one so that two distinct material points could not 

simultaneously occupy the same point in space. For results pertaining to 

the global invertibility of a deformation we refer to Meisters and Olech 

(1963), Ball (1981) and Weinstein (1984). 

1 



To reflect the idea that large forces are necessary to effect large 

extensions or compressions we require that 

W(F) ~ CD as IFI -CD or + det F ---+ 0 

Conditions (0.0.2) and (0.0.3) pose serious technical problems (see 

Antman (1984), Ball (1977), Gurtin (1981)). 

We assume that W is frame indifferent i.e. that the energy of a 

deformation is invariant under changes in observer; this is expressed 

mathematically by 

W(QF) = W(F) for all F € M:
X3

, Q € SO(3). 

We say that W is isotropic if in addition 

W(FQ) = W(F) for all F € M
3x3 Q € SO(3). 
+ ' 

(0.0.3) 

(0.0.4) 

(0.0.5) 

It can be shown that (0.0.4) and (0.0.5) hold if and only if there exists 

a symmetric function <I> : 1I~? ---+ [R. 
++ 

where 

satisfying 

for all F € M
3x3 
+ , (0.0.6) 

(0.0.7) 

and where the V. are the eigen values of (FTFr, known as the principle 
1 

stretches (for a proof see Truesdell and Noll). 

We define the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor 

T (F) = aW(F) d~f[aW(F)) 
R dF a F .1 • 

J 

By (0.0.2), (0.0.4), (0.0.5) and (0.0.6), if W is isotropic and 

v. > 0 
1 

2 

for all i , then 

by 

(0.0.8) 



(0.0.9) 

The Cauchy stress tensor T(F) is related to TR(F) through the 

formula 

(0.0.10) 

The tensors TR and T measure the force on the body per unit area in the 

undeformed and deformed configurations respectively. 

For an elastic body with stored energy function W the equilibrium 

equations under zero body force are given by 

~xa [K:,! (V~(~»] = 0 for i = 1,2,3 , (0.0.11) 

f 11 X -- (X1,X2,X3)~ Q. Th th ElL to f or a ~ ese are e u er- agrange egua 10ns or 

the functional E «0.0.1». 

The displacement boundary value problem in elasticity consists of finding 

a solution x to (0.0.11) taking prescribed values on the boundary aQ. 

We now restrict attention to the case where 

Q = B d~ f {~E IR 
3

; I ~ I < 1 1 (0.0.12) 

is the open unit ball and consider radial deformations; that is deformations 

x of the form 

satisfying 

= r(R) X 
R -

~(~) = AX for X ~aQ, for some AE (0,00), 

where R = I~I 

3 

(0.0.13) 

(0.0.14) 



The following proposition is taken from Ball (1982) Lemma 4.1 and relates 

the properties of x and r as defined by (0.0.13). 

Proposition 0.1 

Let 1 ~ P < +00 and let x be given by (0.0.13) then x E: W1 ,P(B; 1R3) 

if and only if r(·) is absolutely continuous on (0,1) and 

(0.1.1) 

The weak derivatives of x are then given by 

v.!<29 = r<;) 1 + X ~ X [r. (R) _ r~R) ] (0.1.2) 

For the proof see Ball (1982) p.566. 

Following Ball (1982) we say that is a weak equilibrium 

solution of the displacement boundary value problem if 

J g W l. cI> ~oc dX = 0 
B x 'oe 

(0.1.3) 

A key problem in nonlinear elasticity is' to understand how assumptions 

on the stored energy function affect the existence and nature of weak 

equilibrium solutions (in general weak solutions can possess singularities 

even if the stored energy function is smooth (see Ball (1979))). 

Ball reduces the analysis of weak equilibrium solutions of the form 

(0.0.13) to studying solutions of a part~cu1ar ordinary differential equation 

by means of the following results which we state here for convenience as one 

theorem and whose pro9.f is contained in Ball (1982) theorem 4.2 and 

proposition 6.1. 

4 



Theorem 0.2 

Let m 3 
~ £ C ( ~++), m ~ 1. Then x defined by (0.0.13) is a weak 

equilibrium solution if and only if r'(R) > 0 a.e. R £ (0,1), 

2 «) r(R) r(R» R2~ ('(R) r(R) r(R» € L1(0,1) 
R q,'1 r R , -R-' R ' '2 r , R ' R 

2 r(R) r(R» 
R q" 1 (r' (R) , R ' R = 2Rf.pq, (r'(p) !iel !iel).dp + const. 

for a.e. 

1J"2 ' P '. P . 

R € (0,1). The v. 
1 

v 1 = r' (R) 

are given almost everywhere by 

Moreover if ~ satisfies H1 and H5 then r € Cm«O,l]), 

(0.2.1) 

(0.2.2) 

r'(R) > 0 for every R € (0,1] and r satisfies the radial equilibrium 

equation 

d [2 ( () r(R) r(R» ] = 
dR R q" 1 r' . R, R ' R 

j1f.. ( () r(R) r(R» 
2R'i', 2 r' R, R R 

for every R € (0,1] 

Notice that the homogeneous deformation 

r(R) = AR 

is always a solution of (0.2.3) and satisfies (0.0.14). 

(0.2.3) 

(0.2.4) 

On using (0.0.6), (0.0.1) and (0.2.2) the energy corresponding to the radial 

deformation (0.0.13) takes the form 

1J 2 r(R) E(~) = 4lTI(r) = 4~ R q,(r' (R) t R r(R»dR 
R • 

(0.2.5) 

Notice that (0.2.3) i~ the Euler-Lagrange equation for (0.2.6). 

To demonstrate the existence of non trivial solutions of (0.2.3) corresponding 

'" 
to cavitation Ball uses a variational technique, showing that the functional 

5 



I attains its infimum on a set of admissible functions AA where 

AA = {r€ Wl,l(O,l);r(l)=A,r'(R)> 0 a.e. R€ (0,1), r(O) > O}. (0.2.6) 

Our next proposition is a modified version of Ball (1982) theorem 7.1; 

the proof is given in the appendix. 

Proposition 0.3 

Let ~ E C
m

( ~:+), m ~ 1, satisfy HI, H5 and E2. If r is an 

absolute minimiser of I on AA then 

(i) r'(R) > 0 for R E (0,1], 

(ii) r E Cm«O,l]) and satisfies (0.2.3) for every R € (0,1] • 

Moreover if r(O) = Lim r(R) > 0 then 
R~O 

where 

Lim T(r(R» = 0 
R~O 

def R 2 r(R) 
T(r(R» (r) ~'l (r'(R), R 

is the radial component of the Cauchy stress. 

r(R» 
R 

(0.3.1) 

(0.3.2) 

(e~3.3) 

(0.3.4) 

From (0.0.13) we see that r(O) > 0 corresponds to a cavity forming 

at the centre of the deformed ball, and that (0.3.3) is the natural 

boundary condition that the cavity surface is stress free. 

Ball showed that for sufficiently large values of the boundary 

displacement A the minimiser r of I on AA satisfies r(O) > O. By 

proposition 0.3 r is a solution of the radial equilibrium equation (0.2.3) 

and by theorem 0.2 x defined by (0.13) corresponds to a weak solution of 
~~ 

the three- dimensional equilibrium equations. (see appendix). 

In the remainder of this-thesis when referring to a cavitating equilibrium 

solution r we will mean a function rEC2«0,1]) that is a solution of 

6 



(0.2.3) on (0,1] and satisfies 

(i) r'(R) > ° for R € (0,1] and (0.3.5) 

(ii) Lim T(r(R» = 0. 
R---.O 

Section 2 

In this section we gather together results concerning properties of 

solutionsr(R) to the radial equilibrium equation (0.2.3). These results 

will be central to the arguments in the rest of this-thesis. 

Proposition 0.4 

Let ~ satisfy H1 and let 2 
r € C «0,1]) be a solution of (0.2.3) 

satisfying (0.3.5). 

If 
r(Ro) = Ro 

def r'(R) A 
o 0 

for some R E (0,1], A E (0,00), then o 0 

r(R) _ 

Proof 

A R 
o 

for R € (0,1]. 

Equation (0.2.3) is of the form rtf"= f(R,r,r') where f is C1
• 

Standard results for ordinary differential equations then imply that the 

solution r(R) to the initial value problem with data r(R ) = A R , 
000 

r'(R ) = A is unique. Hence r(R) = A R. 
o 0 0 

Corollary 0.5 

If r € C2
«0,1]) with r(R) ~ AR for any A is a solution of (0.2.3) 

r(R) 
that satisfies (0.3.5), then --R-- is a strictly monotone function on (0,1] 

d (r(R» 1 r(R» and = -(r' (R) dR R R R • 

t'~ r(R) In particular if reO) = .Lim r(R) >0 then r' (R) < ---- for R E (0,1]. 
R--+O R 

7 



Proof 

The first part of the corollary is an easy sequence of proposition 0.4. 

The second part then follows immediately since if reO) > O. then 

r(R) -+ "" as R -.... 0 R ~ ---. 

We now give conditions under which the radial Cauchy stress T(r(R)) is 

monotone on any interval where 

r € C2«0,1]) of (0.2.3). 

Proposition 0.6 

r'(R) ~ r(R) for any solution 
R 

If q, 2 sat i s fie s Hl, H2 and r € C « 0 ,1 J) is a solution of (0.2.3) which 

satisfies (0.3.5) then 

Proof 

dT(r(R)) 
dR 

[ r' (R) -_ r~R) ) ~ 0 

By (0.2.3) and (0.3.4) -

where 

dT( r(R)) 
dR 

r(R) 
q,'i (R) = q,'i (r' (R), R 

The result then follows by H2 and (0.2.2). 

for R £ (O,lJ (0.6.1) 

(0.6.2) 

r(R)) 
R • 

(0.6.3) 

Related to the above we define the inverse Cauchy stress T(r(R)) by 

(0.6.4) 

We refer to Ball (1982) for an interpretation of T and the proof of the 
t 

following analogue of proposition 0.6. 

8 



Proposition 0.7 

If ~ satisfies H1, H2 and 
2 

r€ C «0,1]) is a solution of (0.2.3) 

satisfying (0.3.5), then 

dT(r(R)) _ r(R)) 
(r'(R) R ;. 0 . tlR for R€ (0,1]. (0.7.1) 

A third related 1yapunov function is given by the following identity 

:R {R3 (4)( r' (R) .r<;) .riR» + (riR) -r' (R) )4)'1 (r' (R) .r<;) .riR» n 
= 3R2~( '(R) r(R) r(R)) 

r , R ' R • (0.7.2) 

For future reference we introduce the notation 

def 
H(X,Y) = ~(X,Y,Y) + (Y-X)~'l(X,Y,Y). (0.7.3) 

It is noted in Ball (1982) that (0.7.2) is the radial version of the 

following three dimensional conservation law 

a [oc aW ~ j j ] Ox" x W - a x~« ( X x, ~ - x) = 3W, (0.7.4) 

(see Green (1973)). Equation (0.7.4) was recently used by Knops and Stuart 

(1984) to prove the uniqueness of smooth equilibrium solutions to the 

displacement boundary value problem of elasticity for star-shaped domains 

under aisumptions of quasiconvexity. 

Proposition 0.8 

If ~ 

satisfying 

satisfies H1, H7 and r E C
2«0,1]) is a solution of (0.2.3) 

r'(R) < r(R) (respectively r'(R) > r(R) ) for R€. (0,1] then 
R R 

r "(R) > 0 (respecti ve1y r "(R) < 0) for' R € (0,1] • 

Proof 

The proof is an immediate consequence of H7, (0.2.3) and corollary 0.5. 
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Proposition 0.9 

Let <:> satisfy H1, H2 and H5. If r € C2«0,1]) is a cavitating 

equilibrium solution then r is extendable to r € C
2( (0,00» as a 

solution of (0.2.3) and satisfies 

(a) r~R) > r' (R) > 0 for R e: (0,00), . 

r(R) 
Lim R = Lim r'(R) = 
R --+ 0 R --+ (X) 

(b) 'A. for some 'A. € 
c c 

[1 ,00) • 

Proof 

(0.9.1) 

(0.9.2) 

By the continuation principle (see e.g. Hirsch and Smale) r may be 

extended to a maximal interval of existence (O,a), a > 1, as a solution 

of (0.2.3) satisfying (0.7.1). We suppose for a contradiction that 

is finite; then one of the following cases must occur 

( i) Lim r(R) =00 
R ---ta R , 

(ii) Lim r(R) 
0 = 

R --+0 R , 

(iii) Lim r' (R) =CO, 
R --+a 

(iv) Lim r'(R) = O. 
R --+a 

It follows from corollary 0.5 that (i) cannot occur; the same is true for 

(iii) as clearly (iii) implies (i) (also by corollary 5). 

If (ii) holds then there exists R € (0,00) 
o 

satisfying r(RQ ) = 1 
Ro 

since 

Lim r(R) =00. On applying proposition 0.6.with (0.9.1) we conclude that 
R --+0 R 

T(r(R» is non-decreasing and hence 

o = T(r(O» = Lim T( r(R» ~ 

R--+O 
T(r(R » 

o 

10 

= <:>'l(r'(Ro),l,l) ~ <:>'1(1,1,1) = 0 

(0.9.3) 



a contradiction (equality holds in the last term in (0.9.3) since the 

reference configuration is a natural state). Now suppose that (iv) holds; 

it then follows that as as (ii) is false. Assumption 

H5 gives the existence of .a € (0,00) satisfying 

~'1 (a,b,b) < O. (0.9.4) 

Then H1 implies that for R sufficiently close to a 
2 2 

T( r(R» = (_R_) ~ ( '(R) r(R) r(R» < (_R_) ~ (.r(R) r(R» 
r(R) '1 r , R ' R r(R)'l a, R ' R • (0.9.5) 

As 
r(R) _ b 

R 
as R ~ a, (0.9.4) implies that T(r(R» is negative for 

R sufficiently close to a , which contradicts proposition 0.6 as T(r(O» = O. 

Hence (i v) cannot hold and a = co • 

We next prove part (b) of the proposition. 

By (0.9.1) and corollary 0.5 
r(R) 

R 
is monotone decreasing, and so 

r(R) \. A as R---+oo 
R c 

for some A E [O,CO). 
c 

(0.9.6) 

An analogous argument to that used in the negation of case (ii) then implies 

that A E ~,oo). Finally, the monotonicity of T(r(R» together with 
c 

(which is a consequence of H1 and (0.9.6» implies that Lim T(r(R» = d 
R --..C)D 

for some d € [0,00). We suppose for a contradiction that 

then there exist a sequence R ~ 00 as n ~ CD and 
n 

Lim r'(R) 'I A 
R --.(D 

E. E (O/D) such 
o 

c 

that \r'(Rn) - AC I ~ to for all n. We assume without loss of generality 

that r'(R ) ~ A + £ ~ for all n (an exactly analogous argument holds in nco . 

the case r'(R) ~ A - £ for all n). It then follows from H1 that nco 

11 



(0.9.7) 

for all n. Finally on passing to the limit in (0.9.7) we obtain again by 

H1 that 

1 
d ~ rz q,'l(A +€ ,A ,A ) >. d, 

I\. C 0 C C 
C 

which is a contradiction. 

Remark 0.10 

+ 
If H2 holds then A € (1 fD) because T(r(R» . is then strictly 

c 

monotone increasing. 

Corollary 0.11 

The results of proposition 0.9 hold if H5 is replaced by H7. 

Proof 

The proof follows from proposition 0.8, the continuation principle and 

analogous arguments to those used in proposition 0.9 on noting that 

res) r(R)· o < r' (R) < r' (s) < -- < -- for s < R. s R 

(see also Ball (1982) p.601). 

Proposition 0.12 

Let q, satisfy H1, H2 and H3. If r € C2«0,lJ) is a solution of 

(0.2.3) satisfying (0.3.1) with r'(R) 
r(R) 

<--
R 

for R E (0,1] , then there 

exists M > 0 such that 

O</r'(R)I= r'(R) ~M for R€ (0,1). (0.12.1) 

Proof 

We assume without loss of generality that q, satisfies the first 

condition of H3; otherwise exactly analogous arguments hold on using the 

inverse Cauchy stress T and proposition 0.7 instead of the radial Cauchy 



stress T. It follows from proposition 0.6 that T(r(R)) is non decreasing. 

Let ~= T(r(l)). We assume for a contradiction that (0.12.1) does not 

hold for any M. This implies the existence of a sequence (Rn}f (.0,1], 

R ---+ ° as n -00, satisfying n < r'(R ) < r(Rn) for all n. It then 
n n Rn 

follows from H3 that T(r(Rn) ---+ (l) as n ---+q) and so T( r(R
N

) > ()( for 

some N, contradicting the fact that T is non decreasing. 

Remark 0.13 

If ~ satisfies HI and H7 then the above result follows trivially from 

proposition 0.8. 

The following fundamental theorem embodies some of the central ideas 

associated with the phenomenon of cavitation. 

Theorem 0.14 

Suppose that + satisfies El, E2, H1, H2 , H3, H4, H5 and that for some 

A > 0 there exists a cavitating equilibrium solution 2 
rc € C «0,1)). 

Then 

(i) r is unique and extendable to r € C
2( (0 p:») as a solution of 

c c 

(0.2.3), 

(ii) . Lim rc~R) = A for some A e (1,(1)), 
R -+0) C C 

(iii) if A ~ A then r(R) - AR is the unique global minimiser of 
c 

I on AA' 

(iv) if ~ > ,Ac then the global minimiser r~ of I on AA exists and 

satisfies r (0) > 0. Moreover 
~ 

where 1 a is the unique root of.~ arc (0-) = 11. 

(AC = Acrit as defined in Ball (1982) p.601). 
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The proof of this theorem is given at the end of Chapter 3. The 

+ 
theorem also holds with H2 in place of H2 with the exception that in this 

case A € [1,(0). (see remark 0.10). 
c 

Corollary 0.15 

The result holds with H3 and H4 replaced by H7. 

We refer to Chapter 1 for results concerning the existence of 

cavitating equilibria. The next proposition uses the conservation law 

(0.7.2) and will playa central role in our analysis. 

Proposition 0.16 

Suppose ~ satisfies Hl, H2 and H3 and that is a 

cavitating equilibrium solution. Then 

(i) Lim = 0 (0.16.1) 
R --+ 0 

(ii) I(r ).= .!.3 r<;I>(r t (1) ,r (1) ,r (1)) + (r (l)-rt(l))~'l(rt(l) ,r (1) ,r (1))). c c c c c c c· c .. c c 

(0.16.2) 

In particular any cavitating equilibrium solution has finite energy. 

Proof 

Equation (0.7.2) implies that for ~ E (0,1) 

(0.16.3) 

The last term on ,the right hand side of (0.16.3) may be written as 

(0.16.4) 

and it follows from (0.3.3) that the limit as ~ ~ 0 of (0.16.4) is zero 

as r~(R) is bounded by proP9sition 0.12. Hence the limit as ~ ~ 0 

of the right hand side of (0.16.3) exists. But the left hand side of 

(0.16.3) is the sum of two positive terms; so by the monotone convergence 

theorem 

14 



Therefore 

Remark 0.17 

R2~(r' ,~~) l( ) ~ R' R € L 0,1 · c 

Lim ~3~(~) exists and is equal to zero. 
~-+O 

Proposition 0.16 holds with H2 and H3 r~placed by H7 (this follows on 

using remark 0.13 in place of proposition 0.12 in the above arguements). 
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CHAPTER 1 

In this chapter we prove the existence of energy minimisers for the 

displacement boundary value and traction problems and the existence of 

cavitating minimisers for appropriate boundary data: the homogeneous and 

inhomogeneous cases are considered in sections 1 and 2 respectively. 

The chapter is concluded with the determination of the critical load for 

an incompressible inhomogeneous material. 

1. Homogeneous Case 

Our first proposition concerns the existence of energy minimisers for 

the displacement boundary value problem. 

Proposition 1.1 

Let ~ satisfy El and Hl and let I be defined by 

rCR» 
R 

dR. 

Then I attains its infimum on AA (where AA is defined by (0.2.6». 

Proof 

Let be a minimising sequence for I on AA and let ~ = Inf I. 
Ai:.. 

Assumption Hl implies that for each positive integer m 

lJl(y t) dR ~ I (y ) < constant 
n n 

for all n. 

(1.1.1) 

(1.1.2) 

Using the De la Vallee Poussin criterion (see Cesari p.329) we choose 

the following sequences inductively; 
~ 

tYm;n) :=1 to be a subsequence 

y~ n 
L lC~ 21) 

, 

of 

) 

16 

{y m-l ,n1,:=1 satisfying (1.1.3) 

Z as n ~ CX) Cl.l.4) m 



for some Zm EL1 (;,1) and we define (Y1,n1 by 

We define the function Z by 

Z(R) 1 = Zk(R) where k is chosen so that RE. (k',1). 

for all n. 

The function Z is then well defined for a.e. R since if m1 > m
2 

then 

(1.1.5) 

(1.1.6) 

so by the uniqueness of weak limits Z (R) = Z 
m, m1. 

1 (R) for a.e. R€ (- ,1). m, 

We now set 

and 

y(R) = A - : JZ( s) ds 

rm = Ym m for all m. , 

The sequence{rml defined by (1.1.8) then satisfies 

r· 
m 

for each d E(O,l). 

as m ---. CX) 

(1.1.7) 

(1.1.8) 

(1.1.9) 

We extend the definition of <P by setting <P(v1 ,v
2

,v
3

) =c:D if vi .. 0 for 

any i so that for each R€ (0,1) g(R,.,.) defined by 

becomes a continuous function from R X R ---. R. Then by E1, H1 and using a 

standard lower semicontinuity theorem (c.f. Ball, Currie and Olver (1980) theorem 

5.4) we conclude that 

1f R 2 <P ( '( R) 1S!2. 1S!2.) dR ~ 
Y , R ' R ~ 

cS 
Lim (1.1.10) 

m "0:> 

'<~ 

for each dE (0,1) • Since the (r} are a subsequence of a minimising sequence 
m 

for I on At-.. 

for each J€(O,l). (1.1.11) 



Using the fact that ~ is positive we obtain the monotone convergence 

theorem that 

1JR2cl>(Y' (R), y~R) , y~R) ) dR .. ~. 
° . 

(1.1.12) 

to complete the proof we show that YEAA so that equality holds in (1.1.12). 

It follows fromE1, (1.1.5) and (1.1.6) that y'(R»O for a.e. RE(O,l). 

Clearly y(l) = A and as 

the monotone convergence theorem implies that 

y€ WI ,1(0,1). Finally (1.1.9) implies that 

1 yT€ L (0,1) and hence 

r 
m 

C(ca ,1]» y as m -'00 for each aE(O,l); 

hence y(R) ~ ° for RE (0,1) and so yeO»~ 0. This establishes that 

We next show the existence of energy minimising deformations for the 

dead load traction problem, this corresponds to the boundary condition 

(1.1.13) 

where TR is the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, n(X) is the unit normal to 

B at the point X and P is a given constant. 

The associated energy functional for radial deformations is then given by 

r ( R) ) dR _ P r ( 1) • 
R . 

(1.1.14) 

Proposition 1.2 
~~ 

Let cl> satisfy E1, H1 and 1etB be defined by 

(1.2.1) 

P Then I attains its infimum on 8 • 
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Proof 

For each r e: B 

I P (r) ;. Kl lJR2 r<;) dR + K lJR2r, (R)dR + K - Pr( 1) 
020 3 

+.! lrR21jJ(r'(R»dR 
2 oj! 

(1.2.2) 

by El, where Kl and K2 may be chosen to be arbitrarily large by suitably 

altering K
3

• Integrating the second term on the right hand side of (1.2.2) 

by parts gives 

Choosing K2 > P and Kl > 2K2 we obtain 

P 1 I} 2 
I ( r) > '2 0 R ljJ ( r ' ) dR + (K 2 - P) r ( 1) + K 3 • (1.2.4) 

The result now follows using exactly analogous arguments to proposition 1.1 

on noting that r (1) 
n 

is bounded by (1.2.4) for any minimising sequence {rn1 • 

With a view to proving the existence of cavitating minimisers we will 

establish conditions under which any solution r€C2«0,1l) of (0.2.31 

satisfying (0.3.1), r(l) = ~ and r(O) = Lim r(R) = 0 must be identically 
R-+O 

equal to ~R. We first state a preparatory result, the proof of which is 

contained in Ball (1982) theorem 6.5. 

Proposition 1.3 

Let <I> satisfy H1-H4 and let r C2«0,1]) be a solution of (0.2.3) 

satisfying (0.3.5) with Lim r(R) = r(O) ='0. Then 
R--..O 

and 

r' (0) = Lim r'(R) ... LO r(R) = L = 1m -R-

R~O 

for some l E (0,00) • 

(1.3.1) 

(1.3.2) 



Proposition 1.4 

Let ~ satisfy H1-H4 and let r€. C2«0,1]), r(R) "AR be a solution 

of (0.2.3) satisfying (0.3.5) with Lim r(R) = rCO) = 0, r(l) = A. 
R ..... O 

Then 

I (r) < I (AR) • (1.4.1) 

Proof 

The proof follows analogous lines to that of proposition 0.10. 

It follows from (0.7.2) that for any 't€.(0,1) 

~3~(~) + ~Jl R2~(R)dR = ~(l) + (A - r'(l»~'l(l) + ~3(r'(~) - r~~» ~'l(~)' 
(1.4.2) 

The last term on the right hand side of (1.4.2) may be written as 

(1.4.3) 

and on using proposition 1.3 and the fact that r(O) = 0, we conclude that 

(1.4.3) tends to zero as 't ~ 0. Since the left hand side of (1.4;2) is 

the sum of two positive terms one of which is monotone, the limit as 't ~ ° 
of each of them exists. By the monotone convergence theorem I(r) < +00 

and so Lim 't3~('t) = 0. Equation (1.4.2) then takes the form 
't ..... 0 

I(r) = ~ (~(r'(l),A,A) + (A - r'(l))~'l(r'(l) ,A,A)) (1.4.4) 

and on using H1 we obtain 

, 1f 
I(r) < ~(A,A,A) = R2~(A A A)dR = 

. 3 ' , o . 
I(AR) (1.4.5) 

as requ1red (r'(l) 1 A by proposition 0.4). 

Proposition 1.5 
~ 2 

Let ~ satisfy H1-H4 and let r€ C «0,1]), r(R) Ji' AR be a solution of 

(0.2.3) satisfying (0.3.5) with r(l) = A and Lim r(R) = r(O) = O. Then 
R--+O 
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I(AR) < I(r). 

Proof 

It follows from HI and proposition 0.4 that 

R2~(r' ! !) > R%>( r ! !) + (r' - -Rr ) ~'l(! ! -Rr )) , R' R \':1 R' R' R R' R' 

for RE(O,l). Then for 'tE(O,l) 

and letting 't ~ 0 by proposition 1.3 part (1.3.2) we obtain 

1 3 ~(A,A,A) = I(AR), 

as required. 

The observation that HI implies (1.5.3) was made by Ball. 

On combining the last two propositions we obtain the following result. 

Proposition 1.6 

Let ~ satisfy Hl-H4 and let rEC2«0,1]) be a solution of (0.2.3) 

satisfying (0.3.1) with r(l) = A and. Lim r(R) = r(O) = O. Then 
R--.O 

r(R) == AR. 

Proof 

(1.5.1) 

(1.5.2) 

(1.5.3) 

(1.5.4) 

We suppose for a contradiction that r(R) ~ AR; then applying propositions 

1.5 and 1.4 we obtain I(r) > I(AR) and I(r) < I(AR). 

Remark 1.7 

We refer to Ball (1932) for an alternative proof of proposition 1.6 and 

the case when H3 and H4 are repl~ced by H7. 
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Proposition 1.6 is in the spirit of a recent result by Knops and Stuart 

(1984) concerning the uniqueness of smooth solutions to the equilibrium 

equations of elasticity. 

Our next result concerns the existence of cavitating minimisers for the 

displacement boundary value problem. 

Proposition 1.8 

Let ~ satisfy Hl-H4, H9, HlO, El and E2. Then any minimiser r of 

I on A~ satisfies reO»~ a for ~ sufficiently large. 

Proof 

A minimiser r exists by proposition 1.1 and is a smooth solution of the 

radial equilibrium equation by proposition 0.3. It follows from proposition 

1.6 that if reO) = 0 then r(R) =~R. To prove the proposition it therefore 

suffices to exhibi t a function r E A~ satisfying reO) > 0 .. and having less 

energy than the homogeneous deformation for sufficiently large~. To this 

end we choose the following test function 

if R € [0 ,al (1.8.1) 

if R E. (a ,.1] (1.8.2) 

where a = £ 1 
(~j - 1)3 • It is easily checked that r f: A~. The difference in 

energies is then given by 

~ (~ ,~ ,~) ] dR. (1.8.3) 

r Setting v = R and using the definition of a, (1.8.3) takes the form 

1 2 3 
lill 

3 'If: v 
~(v)dv 

t. <J!(~1~2~) 
= £ ~ (v3 _ 1)2 3(~3_1) (1.8.4) 

[J ] 2 
<J!(~2~1~) £3 v <J!(v)dv -~ (v _1)2 3~3 (1.8.5) 



Hence by H9 and HlO ~ is negative for A sufficiently large, as 

the first term in (1.8.5) is monotone decreasing and the second bounded 

away from zero. 

Remark 1.9 

The above proposition holds with H2-H4 replaced by H7 or by any conditions 

under which proposition 1.6 holds (for a variety of such results see Ball 

(1982) chapter 6). 

We next prove the analogue of proposition 1.8 for the traction boundary 

value problem. 

Proposition 1.10 

Let ~ satisfy Hl-H4, H9, H10, El and E2. Then any minimiser r of I P 

on satisfies r(O) > 0 for P sufficiently large. 

Proof 

The argument follows the proof of proposition 1.8 with the exception that 

we use two sets of test functions, the first given by 

1 - [3 3] r~(R) = R + ~ 3. 

Then the difference in energies between r (R) 
~ 

and ~ is gi ven by 

where 

and we have again set 

till c; 

.. 
~ = 

v = 

r (1) 
~ 

-!.u 
R So 

l[1 v
2 

L n ,,< v3-l) 2 

if P is positive 

~(v)dv - ~(~ z ~z~) 
~3 1 

(1.10.1) 

(1.10.2) 

(1.10.3) 

(1.10.4) 

and so till is negative by H9 and HlO provided ~>k for some constant 

k E (0,00). For ~c; k we use the following test functions 
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3 3 where a . = (2+~) -1. (1.10.5) 

The energy difference then takes the form 

O)J 2 3 v A = a. (v3-1)2 ~(v)dv 
(2+ 11> 

(1.10.6) 

The integral term in (1.10.6) is clearly bounded for ~~k by H9 and 

(1.10.5) and so the right hand side of (1.10.6) is' negative for P sufficiently 

large. Thus jlR cannot be the minimiser of I P for any ~ and the 

proposition is proved. 

2. Inhomogeneous Case 

Existence of Minimisers 

For a radially inhomogeneous material the stored energy function has 

explicit dependence on R. We can demonstrate the ·existence.of energy 

minimisers for the displacement and traction boundary value problems provided 

we assume that ~ satisfies 

3 
~(R,vl,v2,v3) > C(R) ~ 

i=l 
4J(v.) , 

1 

where C€Cl([O,l]) is strictly positive and satisfies 

for some constant M and where 4J satisfies the conditions of El (the 

proof follows similar lines to propositions 1.1 and 1.2). 

Existence of Cavitating Minimisers 

The techniques of' section 1 are not directly applicable in the inhomogeneous 

case. However they do become applicable if we assume for instance that ~ 

satisfies 

,., 
for some kl ,k

2
> 0, where ~ is a homogeneous stored energy function satisfying 

the conditions of section 1. Under this assumption we can then show the 
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existence of cavitating minimisers to the displacement and traction boundary 

value problems for sufficiently large boundary data. 

In the final section of this chapter we calculate the critical load for 

an incompressible inhomogeneous material. However we first introduce some of 

the relevant ideas of chapter 0 section 1 for incompressible stored energy 

functions. 

3. Incompressible Elasticity 

In incompressible elasticity any admissible deformation ~(~) must 

satisfy the pointwise constraint 

Hence an inhomogeneous incompressible stored energy function W(!,F) 

corresponds to a map 

for each !€Q, (1.11.2) 

where 

Mix3 = { FE M3x3 
; det F = I} • (1.11.3) 

Frame indifference and isotropy are defined in an exactly analogous manner 

to the compressible case with the ex~~ption that (0.0.4) and (0.0.5) are only 

required t~ hold for F €M3x3 
1 

and for each ! E Q. 

Any such stored energy function W may be extended to the whole of 

example by setting 

1 
= W(!,(detF)-3 F), 

as noted in Ball (1982). 

M3x3 for 
+ ' 

For an incompressible material the Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy stress 

tensors are defined by • 

- -T * TR(!,F) = -PF ~ + TR(!,F) (1.11.4) 

and 

* T(X,F) = -PI + T (!,F) (1:.11.5) 
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for F € M3x3 
1 

and X E Q , where p is an arbitrary hydrostatic pressure and 

TR* (_X ,F) d~f L W(X F) 
dF -'. 

and 

T*( F) d~f a· c· T R !, -:aF' W !,F)F 

are the Piola-Kirchhoff and Cauchy extra stress tensors respectively (in order 

that (1.11.4) and (1.11.5) be well defined it is necessary for W to be 

3x3 extended to M+ ). 

Analogously to the compressible homogeneous case W(!,F) is isotropic if, 

and only if, there exists a symmetric function 

for each K E Q, 

satisfying 

where 

and the 

0
3 = {(Cl ,c2 'C3) E R3 ; cl ,c2 ,c3 = 

T i 
v. are the eigenvalues of (F F) • 

1 

(1.11.6) 

We now restrict attention to the case of radial deformations of a ball 

of incompressible, inhomogeneous material and to the particular case in 

which the inhomogeneity is radial. The constraint (1.11.1) implies that any 

radial deformation of the form (0.0.13) must satisfy 

r'(R) [r~R) r = 1 for a.e. R€(O,l) 

and hence the only admissible deformations are given by 

1 
~r(R) = (R3 

+ A3)~ 

where A ~ 0 is a constant. 
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For the dead load traction problem in which the prescribed traction 

is radial of constant magnitude P 

(1.11.8) 

The corresponding radial Cauchy stress is then given by 

T(R) 

(see Ball (1982», where r is given by (1.11.7) and 

i = 1,2,3. 

We require that the cavity surface be stress free; hence T(O) = 0 

ind A is a root of 

It then follows that 

where 

Proposition 1.12 

-
Suppose that ~ satisfies H2 and that 

v1 ~'1(R,v1,v2,v2) - v2~'2 (R,v1 ,v2 ,v2) 

~~V1 - v2 

for R £ [0,11 , and 0 < v1 ~ v2 ' where A,B:> 0 and ~ € (0,2) are 

constants. Then the critical load pI depends only on the material 
crit 
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present at the origin, and is the same as the critical load for a 

homogeneous ball comprised entirely of the material found at the origin. 

Proof 

The critical load (at which bifurcation occurs) is given by 

the limit as A ~ 0 of (1.11.9). On setting I-v = and comparing 
s 

with Ball (1982) p.575 we see that this limit formally corresponds to the 

critical load for a homogeneous ball composed entirely'of the material 

found at the origin. The integrand in (1.11.9) is positive by H2 and on 
~ 

making the change of variable v = r s 
it takes the form 

2 ( 3 -.!, 1 1 3 -1 1 ) 
(v3-l)v v~'2(A(v -1) 3, VZ,v,v) - VZ ~'l(A(v -1) ~, VZ,v,v) (1.12.2) 

It follows from (1.12.1) that (1.12.2) is bounded by 

2 (A 
(v3-l)v + 

it is easily checked that this lies in Ll(lpo). This allows us to apply 

the dominated convergence theorem to pass to the limit A ~ 0 in the 

integral (1.11.9) (when expressed in the v variable) to 

Comparison with Ball (1982) p.575 yields the result. 
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CHAPTER 2 

In this chapter we consider a class of stored energy functions ¢k 

of the form 

(2.0.1) 

where ¢inc represents the stored energy function of an incompressible 

material and f R+ x (-l,~) ~ R+ represents a compressibility term 

that satisfies 

f(k,w-l) ~ 00 as k ~ 0, (2.0.2) 

for each wE (O,CD) , w 11. From (2.0.1) we see that formally, the 

.incompressible stored. energy function ¢inc is regained in the limit as 

k ~ O. In this limiting process f acts as a 'penalty' term, forcing 

convergence of the energy minimisers to an incompressible deformation, 

this is made pr~cise in proposition 2.1. For a general discussion of penalty 

arguments we refer to Beltrami (1976). 

We will examine the behaviour of the critical displacements [ A:rit1 
and the cri tical stresses [pk} and [pk 1.. for stored energy 

c critJ 

functions ¢k of the form (2.0.1) in the incompressible limit (k --+ 0). 

Constitutive Assumptions 

We will assume throughout this chapter that the incompressible stored 

energy function ¢inc has been extended so that 

We say that the compressibility term f 

satisfies fl if there exists a constant k E (0,00) such that 
o 

(i) f(k,.) E. C3«t'1,ro» and is convex for each k E (O,k ), 
o 

(ii) f'(k,v) ~oo as v ~ro for each k E (O,k ), 
o 

where f' denotes differentiation of f with respect to its second 

argument • 

(2.0.3) 

(2.0.4) 
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(iii) f(k ,0) ---. c as k ---.. ° where c E [0 pJ) is a constant, (2.0.5) 

( iv) 

are constants, 

(v) f(k,v) ~o:> as v---+-1 from above for each k € (O,k ) 
o 

(2.0.6) 

(2.0.7) 

(vi) for k c (O,k ) and v € (-l,ro), (2.0.8) 
o 

where ME. (Op:» is a constant. 

In the course of this chapter we shall draw on a further set of 

constitutive hypotheses ~1-~4 which are listed together with f1 in the 

appendix. 

We define the admissible set AA as in (1.1.1) and the energy Ik 

corresponding to the stored energy function ~k by 

(2.0.9) 

Our next proposition relates properties of ~k as defined by (2.0.1) to those 

of ~inc and f • 

Proposition 2.1 

Suppose that f satisfies fl then 

(i) If ~inc satisfies Hl then ~k satisfies Hl, 

(ii) if ~inc satisfies H2 (respectively H2+) then ~k satisfies 

H2 (res~ectively H2+) , 

(iii) if ~inc satisfies H7 then ~k satisfies H7, 

(i v) if ~inc s]itisfies £2 then ~k satisfies £2, 

(v) if ~inc satisfies 
~ 
~2 then' ~k satisfies H5. 



Proof 

Conditions (i) and (iii) are consequences of (2.0.3) and the 

definition of ~k (2.0.1). (ii) follows immediately from (2.0.1) and (iv) 

follows from this and (2.0.8). 

Since 

k 
~'1 (v ,a ,a) 

inc 2 2 = ~'1 (v,a,a) + a f'(k,va -1) for 

it follows from ~2 and (2.0.4) that 

k 
Lim ~'1 (v ,a , a) = r:1) for a E. (0 ,CD) • 
v-t CD 

By the mean value theorem 

1 
f(k, n -1) - f(k,O) = 

1 
(- -1) f'(k,9 ) 

n n 
for 

kE. (O,k ), 
o 

k E (O,k ), 
o 

(2.1.1) 

(2.1.2) 

for some 9 € (! -1,0) , for each positive integer n. 
n n From (2.1.3) and 

(2.0.7) 

f' (k ,9 ) ---+ -co as n ---+00 for each k € (O,k ), 
n 0 

and then (2.1.1), ~2 and (2.1.4) imply that 

·k 
Lim +~'l(v,a,a) = -~ for each 
v--+O 

together with (2.1.2) proves (v). 

Proposition 2.2 

a € (0 ,CO), k E (0, k ), whi ch 
o 

If f satisfies f1 and ~inc satisfies ~1, H1 then for each 

(2.1.4) 

k E (O,k ) 
o and each '" ~ (O,CtJ) there exists a minimiser 

k 
Yk of I on A", 

(where Ik is given by (2.0.9». 

Proof 

Our hypotheses imply that ~k satisfies H1 by proposition 2.1(i). Since 

f is positive by (2.0.6), we see that ~k satisfies the conditions of 
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proposition 1.1, but as we no longer assume that ~(v) ~ as v --+ 0 

we must modify the proof accordingly: recall that this condition was used 

to ensure that any minimiser has strictly positive derivative (except 

possibly on a set of measure zero). The proof is completed when we note 

that (2.0.8) guarantees that this still holds. 

The next proposition examines the behaviour of minimisers of as 

k ---+ O. 

Proposition 2.3 

Suppose that ~inc satisfies ~l, HI, H9, f satisfies fl and let 

be a sequence with k E (O,k ), k ~ 0 as non 

is a minimiser of I~ on AA then for each A > 1 

where 

as n ~ro, 

1 
r(R) = (R3 + (A3_l»~ 

is an incompressible deformation. 

Proof 

n~. If 

(2.3.1) 

(2.3.2) 

The existence of is a consequence of proposition 2.2. It then 

follows that 

for all n. 

Inf Ik~(y) C Ikn(i) 

y€ AA 

Setting v = 

using H9 we obtain 

lf --R2~(r' E E)dR = 
, R' R 

° 

1 JR2f(k ,0)dR 
° n 

(2.3.3) 

in the right hand side expression in (2.3.3) and 

1 
A = (A3_l)~, and hence (2.0.5) and (2.3.3) imply that where 
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(2.3.4) 

We now make the change of variables 

3 and 3 
uk = Yk P = R 

" '" 

in (2.3.4) • Then writing uk for ~k" we obtain 
I'l 

dp 

(Ikn ) 
2 . 

y' uk = 
'" 

R kn 
(2.3.5) 

From (2.3.4), (2.3.5) and (2.0.6) we obtain 

lJIUk - 1\ dp ~ c.k for all n o n n 
(2.3.6) 

where c is a constant. Then since 

(2.3.7) 

where G(p) = (p + (~3_1». As ~ > 1, it follows from (2.3.7) that 

u
kn 

(0) is uniformly bounded away from zero. Hence by (2.3.2) and (2.3.5) 

we obtain 

(2.3.8) 

and that 

(2.3.9) 

for all n. Since 

I 2 2 ... I' I 2 , _2 -, I 'y y , - y r' ~ 'IY y r r "k k -.;;:: k k-
~ n n n n \

-2-
+ r r' 2-, I - y r 

kn 
(2.3.10) 

for all n by the triangle inequality and as the second term on the right 

hand side of (2.3.10) is bounded by 2~2r' € Ll(O,l) , it follows from 

(2.3.7) - (2.3.10) and the dominated convergence theorem that 



as n ---+a:> • 

Finally, as Yk
n 

(1) = A for all n (2.3.1) holds. 

We require that 
k 

<I>,.(l,l,l) = ° for i = 1,2,3, for each k€ (O,k ) 
1 0 

so that the reference configuration is a natural state. 

Proposition 2.4 

Suppose that <I>inc + sa tisf ies Hl, H2 , H7, H9, <I>l .and <I>2 and f 

satisfies fl. Then for each k € (O,k ) 
o 

there exists a critical value 

Ak 
crit 

> 1 such that the minimiser Yk of Ik on AA satisfies 

Yk(O) Lim yk(R) '> ° if and only if A > 
k Moreover = Acrit • 

R--I)O 

2 
Y

k 
€ C «O,lJ) for all AE.-(O,OO) and 1'f \ ~ \kcrit then y (R) \R flo ... flo k = flo • 

Proof 

It follows from proposition 1.8, (2.0.4) and remark 1.9 that a 

cavitating minimiser exists for sufficiently large A. By proposition 

2.1 and proposition 0.3 it is smooth and satisfies the equilibrium equation. 

The proof is completed on applying corollary 0.15. 

Theorem 2.5 

Let f satisfy fl, let <I>inc + satisfy Hl, H2 , H7, H9, <I>l and <I>2. 

If is the critical displacement corresponding to the stored energy 

function <I>k then 

A k --~., 1 as k ~ 0. 
crit (2.5.1) 

Proof 

The existence of is a consequence of proposition 2.4. We 

suppose for a contradiction that (2.5.1) does ,not hold, then by proposition 

2.4 there exist a sequence [kn~ ~ ° and a > 1 o 

\ k n 
flo • t~ cr1 a > 1 o 
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Fixing A E (1,0 ) 
o 

and applying proposition 2.3 and 2.4 we obtain 

where y(R) - AR and f(R) is given by (2.3.2), which is clearly false. 

In the rest of this chapter we prove a si'mi1ar convergence result for 

the critical stresses (recall that for a compressible stored energy function 

~ with corresponding critical displacement A ° crlt the critical Cauchy and 

Pio1a stresses P ° crl.t and P 
c 

are given by 

1 
(A ) 2 ~, 1 (A ° t ,A ° t ,A ° t) and ~'1 ( A ° t ,A ° t ,A ° t) 0t crl. crl crl crl crl. crl crl 

respectively). The next proposition is central to our arguments. 

Proposition 2.6 

Suppose f satisfies f1 and ~inc satisfies H1, H2 and ~2. Let 

(2.5.3) 

2 r k E C «0,1]) be a cavi tating equilibrium solution corresponding to the 

stored energy function ~k with k € (O,k ), then 
o 

is extendable to 

2 r k € C «0,(0» as a solution of (0.18) and Tk(rk ( .» is absolutely 

continuous on (O,ro] , where 

Proof 

It is a consequence of proposition 2.1 and proposition 0.9 that 

extendable to r k € C2«OsP» as a solution of (0.2.3), hence 

for ·R E (OfXJ). 

2 2R rk(R) k = (r (R»3 ( R ~'2(R) 
k 

," 
Clearly" dTk( rk(R» € L l(a ,M) for 0 < a < M < +00 • 

dR 
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By proposition 2.1, corollary 0.5 and proposition 0.6 it follows that 

Finally, since Lim Tk(rk(R» '= 0, 
R--.O 

it follows from proposition 0.9 and the monotone convergence theorem that 

It is an immediate consequence of proposition 0.9, (2.6.1) and (2.5.3) that 

for each k E (O,k ). 
o 

The key to resolving our convergence problem lies in the observation that 

ds - OJJ 2s2 (rk(s) ~k () ()~k ( » 
- 0 (r

k
(s»3 s ':tI'2 s -rk s ':tI'1 s ds (2.6.4) 

(2.6.5) 

Equation (2.6.4) is a consequence of (2.6.3), proposition 2.5 and~the fact 

that Tk(rk(O» = O. Equation (2.6.5) then follows immediately from (2.0.1). 

From Ball (1982) p.575 we note that if <I>inc is an incompressible stored 

energy function satisfying <I> 3 then the critical Cauchy stress pinc 
crit 

given by 

pinc 
crit 

OOJ 1 d~inc 
= v3-l dv (v) dv 

1 

OOJ 1 2 "'inc 1 "'inc = I (v3-l) v(v<I>'2 (v) - vz <I>'l (v»dv 

is 

(2.6.6) 

We next set 
res) 

v = ---- in (2.6.6), where s r is defined by (2.3.2). Upon 

2 
noting that r'(s) = (rts» , (2.6.6) takes the form 

(2.6.7) 
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Clearly the convergence of the critical Cauchy stresses to 

pinc is proved if we can pass to the limit k --+ 0 from (2.6.5) to 
crit 

(2.6.7). However, this presents some technical difficulties and ~he rest 

of this chapter is geared towards overcoming them. 

Proposition 2.7 

Let f satisfy f1 and let ~inc satisfy H1, H2, H7, H9, ~1 and ~2. 

Then for each k e. (O,k ) o 
there exists k 

gk : (A ° t ,(1) ~ (0 flJ), where cr1 

gk ~ C\(A k ° fn» and satisfies cr1t 

for 
k Moreover, if w€ ('A 0tpJ). cr1 

of Ik on A'A then 

(rk(R» 
gk R = rk(R) 

Proof 

(2.7.1) 

'A ~ k and is minimiser ('A 0t fO ) r k the 
cr1 

for R E (O,lJ. (2.7.2) 

The existence of is a consequence of proposition 2.4. It also 

follows from proposition 2.4 that if 'A E ( 'A ° t ,co) cr1 then the minimiser 

of k 
I, on AA satisfies By proposition 2.1 ~k satisfies 

the condi tions of corollary 0.15 hence r k is extendable to r k E: C2( (0 ,0::») 

as a solution of (0.18) and satisfies 

We now set 

Lim 
R.-.QI) 

(2.7.4) 

(2.7.5) 

From corollary 0.5 and the inverse functiop theorem it follows that .(2.7.4) 

may be inverted to give R as a function of w , hence 

and 
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d 
R dR 

= R dw 
dR 

(2.7.6) 

Using (2.7.6) the equilibrium equation (0.2.3) takes the form (2~7.l) as 

required. 

By construction gk(rk~R» = rk(R) for R E (0,00); part (iv) of theorem 0.14 

then implies that the validity of (2.7.2) is independent of the choice of 

'A.~ ('A. 0t'CD). crl. 

Proposition 2.8 

If f satisfies fl and ~inc satisfies Hl, H2, H7, H9, ¢1-¢4 then 

(2.8.1) 

for each w E (1,00), where gk is defined as in proposition 2.6. 

Proof 

The proof proceeds in two stages; we show first that 

k ' 
¢'l(gk(w) ,w,w) ~ constant as k ~ 0, 

for each w € (1,00) and then that this and our assumptions on the structure 

of ¢k together imply that (2.8.1) holds. 

Step 1 ' 

Fix w €. (1,00), then by theorem 2.5 there exists a constant c € (0,0:» 
o 0 

such that 

k 
,'A. ° < vi for k € (O,c ), crl.t 0 0 

(2.8.2) 

and so gk(wo) is well defined. Let [ 'k 1 , k ~ (O,c) be a sequence wi th 
nJ n 0 

k ~ ° as n ~oo. Then applying proposition 2.3 with n,,: 'A. = w o 
we may 

assume wi thout loss of genera1i ty that the minimisers r
kn 

of Iko on Aw
o 

satisfy 

R 2 
rk~(R) -- r'(R) = (r(R» as n ~oo pointwise for a.e. RE (0,1) (2.8.3) 
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and 

where 

r(R) 
~--R 

as n ~(X) pointwise for a.e. 

33
1 

r(R) = (R +w -1)3. 
o 

R € (0,1), (2.8.4) 

(2.8.5) 

By (2.8.2), proposition 2.4 and proposition.0.3 the rk
n 

are cavitating 

equilibrium solutions. It then follows from (2.7.2) and proposition 2.6 that 

1 k... 
~w ~'l(gk (w ) ,w ,w ) = 

o n 0 0 0 
( ~ 1) ) 2 ~~1 ( rk

n
' ( 1) ,rk_ (1)., rk_ (1» 

r k " .... 

(2.8.6) 

for each n , where we have incorporated the zeio stress boundary condition. 

By (2.6.2) andJ2.0.1), (2.8.6) takes the form 

(2.8.7) 

for each n. Corollary 0.5 and proposition 0.6 together imply that the 

integrand in (2.8.7) is positive, hence, using ~4 we obtain' 

2R2 . . 2 ~ 
o (~ ~lnc _ ,~lnc) < 2R (Ek ( ~ 
~ (r ) 3 R '*' , 2 r ko ' 1 ( r ) 3 R - r k~) A + B ( R ) ) 

kn k n 

(2.8.8) 

for all n, where C1 ' C2 and C3 are constants. To obtain (2.8.8) we have 

used corollary 0.5 and the fact that rkn(O) is uniformly bounded away 

from zero by proposition 2.3. Since ~ < 2 the right hand side of (2.8.8) 

and so by (2.8.3), (2.8.4) and the dominated convergence 

theorem we can pass to the limit in (2.8.6) and (2.8.7) to obtain 
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(2.8.9) 

as n ~(», where r is defined by (2.8.5). Setting 
r(R) 

v = R now gives 

the integral in (2.8.9) the form 

dv. (2.8.10) 

The expression (2.8.10) is finite by ~3. Hence 

constant as n ---+00. (2.8.11) 

Step 2 

From (2.8.11) and the definition of ~k it follows that 

1 inc 2 
~ ~'1 (gk (w ),w ,w ) + f'(k ,gk w -1) --+ constant as n ~OO. (2.8.12) 
wG 'n 0 0 0 n n 0 

o 

We now suppose for a contradiction that (2.8.1) does not hold so that 

without loss of generality there exist w € (l,W) , 00 > 0 and a sequence 

tkj1 converging to zero satisfying either 

(i) 2 
1 - a for all gk' (w)w < j , or 

J 0 
(2.8.13) 

(ii) 
2 ao 

for all gk (w)w > 1 + j • (2.8.14) 

If (2.8.13) holds then by the convexity of f «2.0.3» for each j 

(2.8.15) 

,~ 

f(k.,-a) - f(k.,O) = -a f'(k.,9.) for each J', 
J 0 J 0 J J 

(2.8.16) 

for some 9. t (-a ,0). It then ~fo110ws from (2.8.16), (2.0.5) and (2.0.6) 
J 0 

that 

f t (k . ,9.J --+ - ()) as j ~CO • 
J J 
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and hence by the convexity of f 

f t (k . ,- a ) ---. -en as j --+CD • 
J 0 

(2.8.17), (2.8.15) and ~2 together contradict (2.8.12). A similar 

contradiction is obtained if (2.8.14) holds on using (2.0.4) and ~2. 

Theorem 2.9 

(2.8.17) 

Let f satisfy fl and let ~inc satisfy HI, H2, H7, H9, ~1-~4. If 

pk are the critical Cauchy stresses corresponding to the stored energy 
crit 

function ~k then 

where 

Proof 

pinc 
crit 

Setting 

as k ---+ 0, 

is defined by (2.6.6). 

w = in (2.6.4) and (2.6.5) we obtain 

(2.9.2) 

where and is defined as in proposition 2.7. 

As ~inc satisfies ~4 the integrand in (2.9.2) is bounded by ~ (A+Bw~). 
w 

Since ~ < 2 this lies in 1 
L (1,00). Line (2.9.1) then follows on 

application of prtiposition 2.8 and the dominated convergence theorem. 

Corollary 2.10 

The critical Pio1a stresses- pk 
c 

satisfy 

Pk --- pinc. ~ k 0 ' -----, as ~. 
c cr1t 
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Proof 

This is an immediate consequence of (2.9.1) and theorem 2.9 on noting 

that 
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CHAPTER 3 

In section 1, using phase plane techniques, we prove the uniqueness of 

solutions to the displacement and mixed displacement/traction bou~dary 

value problems for 'punctured' balls of internal radius £. The proofs 

consist of showing that an appropriate 'time map' is monotone, and rely 

on the change of variables 

r s 
e = R , (3.0.1) 

which gives (0.2.3) the autonomous form 

:s (~'l(V+v,v,v) J = 2 [~'2(V+v,v,v) - ~'l(V+v,v,v)) • (3.0.2) 

The results of section 1 motivate a change of variables in the energy 

functional, which is used in section 2 to prove the uniqueness of cavitating 

equilibrium solutions. The chapter is concluded with a proof of theorem 

0.14. 

1. Punctured Balls 

We define a punctured ball BE of internal radius by 

BE = {! e R 
3

; £ < I! I < I} • (3.0.3) 

Correspondingly we define a radial equilibrium solution to the mixed 

displacement/traction problem to be any solution r, €. C2( [£,1 ]) of (0.2.3) 

satisfying 

(i) r£ t (R) > 0 for R € £,1 , (3.0.4) 

(ii) re (1) = A (3.0.5) 

(iii) r£ (E) :> 0 (3.0.6) 

(iv) Lim T( r£ (R}) ="0 (3.0.7) 
R --+E 

In condition (ii) A > 0 is the boundary displacement, and (iv) is the 

natural boundary condition that the cavity is stress free. 
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We first give conditions on the stored energy function which guarantee 

that the points of zero stress form a well defined curve in phase space; 

crossing the v = 0 axis with negative slope. 

Proposition 3.1 

If <I> satisfies HI and H5 then there exists a unique function o€ Cl«O,oo» 

satisfying 

<I>'l (o(v)+v,v,v) = 0 for all v€. (Op:.» 

If in addition <I> satisfies H6 then 

0'(1) > O. 

Proof 

It follows from HI and H5 that for each v € (0,00) there exists a 
o 

(3.1.1) 

(3.1.2) 

unique O«v) E (-v ,OJ) such that <I>'l(cx(v )+v ,v ,v ) = O. The existence 
o ··0 0000 

of OECl«O,OO» satisfying (3.1.1) is then a consequence of HI and the 

implicit function theorem. Implicit differentiation of (3.1.1) with 

respect to V gives 

and hence 

o'(v) = -2<I>,12(0(V)+v,v,v) 
<I>'ll(o(v)+v,v,v) 

Hypothesis H6 is the condition that 

- 1. 

v.=l 
1. 

> 0 • 

On setting X <I>,lZ(l,l,l) () f = <I>'ll(l';l,l) , 3.1.5 takes the orm 

-1 and hence X>2. Condition (3.1.2) then follows from (3.1.4) and the 

definition of X. 

(3.1.3) 

(3.1.4) 

(3.1.5) 



Corollary 3.2 

The functions ~'l(A,A,A) 

neighbourhood of A = 1. 

Proof 

It is easily seen that 

:A (b Qi'l(/"'/"')) = j A=l 

1 
and ~ ~'l(A,A,A) are monotone in a 

(3.2.1) 

~hen we use the fa~t that the undeformed configuration is a natural state. 

The result follows on noting that the right hand side of (3.2.1) is strictly 

positive by proposition 3.l(ii) and (3.1.4). A similar argument applies 

in the case of ~'l(A,A,A). 

Remark 3.3 

Notice that v:;; constant is always a solution of (3.0.2). Hence the 

v-axis is a line· of rest points and consideration of the phase por~.rait 

then shows that any non constant C2 solution v(s) of (3.0.2) satisfies 

one of the two following conditions 

(i) v(s) > 0 for all s in the interval of existence or 

(ii) v(s) < 0 for all s in the interval of existence. 

Hence 

def G(v,V) 

= d v _ 2 [~' 2 ( v+ v , v , v) - <l> , 1 ( v+ v , v , v) _ ~.t i v+ v , v , V)] _ 1 
dv v q,'ll(v+v,v,v) q,,.lv+v,v,v) 

Qi,ll(tv+v,v,v) ] dt._ - __ ~.l~_~+v ,v,V)]- 1 

q,'ll(v+v,v,v) 
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and 

It then follows that solutions v(s) of (3.0.2) generate solutions of 

dv = G(v,v) dv 

(3.3.4) 

(3.3.5) 

and conversely solution curves of (3.3.5) are invariant manifolds for the 

flow generated-by (3.0.2). 

If ~ satisfies H1 and H5, then the points of zero stress lie on a 

curve v = a(v) in phase space by proposition 3.1. Moreover if 

v = ~ (v) is a C1 solution of (3.3.5) on an interval containing the 

points 'A. >0, a > 0 satisfying 

(i) fa (0) = a«D and 

(ii) fa (v) t- 0 for v € [a,A] (or v€ [A ,0] ) 

where a and A are positive constants, then we define the time map T by 

T (a) = AJ'" f ~ ) d v • a a v 
(3.3.6) 

Our next theorem concerns the uniqueness of equilibrium solutions to the 

mixed problem for punctured balls of internal radius € and is one of the 

main results of this section. 

Theorem 3.4 

Let ~ satisfy H1, H2, H5. Then for each £ e (0,1) and A€ (0,(1) there 

exists at most one solution r, € C2( [£,1]) of (0.2.3) satisfying (3.0.4) -

(3.0.6). 

Proof 

The proof proceeds in 3 stages; first we characterise the phase portraits 
:,f. 

corresponding to ~ , secondly we prove a monotonicity property associated 

with the time map T and finally we ~show that this monotonicity implies the 

uniqueness of rE • 
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Step 1 

Fix £E.(0,1) and let rEC2( [E.,l]) be a non trivial solution of 

(0.2.3) which satisfies. (3.0.4) - (3.0.6). Then under the change, of 

variables given by (3.0.1) r(R) gives rise to a non constant solution 

v(s) of (3.0.2) where v€ C2([log£,0]) and satisfies 

(i) v(O) = A.. 

(ii) v(s)+v(s» ° for s€ [logf.,O] , 

(iii) ~'l(v+v,v,v) I = 0. 
. s=logE. 

(3.4.1) 

(3.4.2) 

(3.4.3) 

We claim that v(s) satisfies one of the two following conditions; either 

( a) o( v( s» .; v( s) < ° 
(b) o( v( s» > v( s) =i" ° 

for s E [logE ,0] 

for s e [log £ ,0] • 

or (3.4.4) 

(3.4.51 

The arguments contained in remark 3.3 imply that v(s) is single signed for 

s E [log£ ,0]. We suppose. that v(s) < ° for s€[logt,O] ; then proposi tion 

0.6, (3.1.1) and (3.0.1) together imply that 

1 
v2{s) ~'l(v(s)+v(s) ,v(s) ,v(s» ~ ° 1 

= v2{s) ~'l(o(v(s»+v(s) ,v(s) ,v(s» 

(3.4.6) 

for s € [log E ,0] • Hence (3.4. 4) follows f rom HI. A simil ar proof holds 

for (3.4.5) in the case v(s) > ° for s e [logE ,0] • To justify our 

consideration of non constant solutions v(s) we make the following remark; 

if v{s) E A. satisfies (3.4.3) then o(A.) = 0. Condition (3.4.4) or (3.4.5) 

evaluated at s = ° together with HI then imply that this constant solution 

is unique amongst all solutions of (3.0.2) satisfying (3.4.1) - (3.4.3) and 

the theorem holds. 
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Step 2 

Let fa. € C1([A,aJ ) i = 1,2 be two distinct solutions of (3.3.5) 

" 
satisfying 

(3.4.8) 

We claim that if 

(i) o(v) ~ fOi. (v) < 0 for V€ [A ,a,,] i = 1,2 (3.4.9) 

where a i are posi ti ve constants wi th A< a 1 < 8
2 

' 

or if 

(ii) 0 < fa" (v) ~ 0(V) for v € [A ,aLl i = 1,2 , (3.4.10) 

where a~ are po~i ti ve constants wi th a 2 < a 1 < A, 

then 

(3.4.13) 

We prove (i) (the proof of (ii) is identical in nature and will be omitted). 

Uniqueness of solutions to the initial value problem for (3.3.5) implies that 

(3.4.14) 

Using the definition of the time map (3.3.6) we obtain 

(3.4.15) 

from (3.4.9) and (3.4.14) and hence (3.4~13) holds • 

. ~ 
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----------------------------_._._-

v 

V=OlV) 

Step 3 

Now let vE: C2( [log € ,0]) be a solution of (3.0.2) that satisfies 

.(3.4.1), (3.4.2) and (3.4.4) (an exactly analogous argument holds in the 

case of (3.4.5)~). The arguments contained in remark 3.~ imply that v(s) 

generates a solution fa E C
l

( (A, a]) of (3.3.5) satisfying fa (a) = o(a), 

where a = v(log£ ). It then follows that 

and so 

1 
fa(v(s» 

dv( s) 

ds = 1 for s e. [log £ ,oJ 

= "'J 1 dv = ~f 1 dv( s) ds = or 1 ds = 
a fa (v) ~ fa(v(s)) ds log£j 

1 
log -E 

(3.4.16) 

(3.4.17) 

The proof of the theorem is completed on noting that by (3.4.4) and (3.~.5) 

any two distinct solutions v.(s) i = 1,2 of (3.0.2) that satisfy (3.4.1) _ 
1 . 

(3.4.3) will generate two distinct functions fat i = 1,2 satisfying the 

conditions (3.4.8) anq (3.4.9) (or (3.4.10» of Step 2; (3.4.13) and (3.4.17) 

then yield a contradiction. 

Our next result concerns the uniqueness of solutions to the displacement 

boundary value problem for a punctured ball of internal radius£€(O,l); 

equilibrium configurations for this problem correspond to solutions 

r E E C2( [£,1]) of (0.2.3) that satisfy 
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(i) 

(ii) r£ '(R) > ° for R € [~,1] and 

(iii) r£ (e) = ~, 

where A and ~ are given constants with ° < ~ < A. 

Theorem 3.5 

(3.4.18) 

(3.4.19) 

(3.4.20) 

Suppose that ~ satisfies HI. Then for each € E (0,1) there exists 

at most one solution 
·2 

r e. € C ( [£, f) ) of (0.2.3) satisfying (3.4.18) -

(3.4.20) • 

Proof 

We proceed in an analogous manner to the proof of theorem 3.4. 

Step 1 

Fix £ € (0,1)'; then any solution rEC2 ( (£,1]) that satisfies (3.4.18) _ 

(3.4.20) generates a solution V€ C2
( [log£. ,11 ) of (3.0.2) satisfying 

(i) v(o) = A, 

(ii) v(s) + v( s) 
> ° for s e: [logE.,O] , 

(iii) v(log E ) = ~ . C 

We assume without loss of generality that ~<A 
E • 

Step 2 

If fa€C1 «(r,A1) is a solution of (3.3.5) satisfying 

(i) fa (v) > 0 for v € [t, A 1 , 

* where a> ° is a constant, then we define the time map T by 

(3.5.1) 

(3.5.2) 

(3.5.3) 

(3.5.4) 

(3.5.5) 

(3.5.6) 

Now let fal € Cl(rt,A]) i = 1,2 be any two distinct solutions of (3.3.5) 

satisfying (3.5.4) and (3.5.5) where al and a
2 

are constants with 0< a
1 

< a
2

• 
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It then follows from (3.5.5) and the uniqueness of solutions to the 

initial value problem for (3.3.5) that 

Hence 

and so 

(3.5.7) 

. 
V 

I 
: ~ . 

V=o, - _ ; /ta. I 

~ I 

Step 3 

I 

I 
I 

V= 'i 

V 

V='A 

Now let 2 
vEe ([logE ,0) ) o . be a non constant solution of (3.0.2) that 

satisfies (3.5.1)-(3.5.3). The arguments contained in remark 3.3 then imply 

that vo(s) generates a solution ~o E C1([t,A) of (3.3.5) satisfying 

(3.5.4) and (3.5.5)' with a = ~ (logE). It then follows that 
. 0 

T*ca.) = hr f \V) dv = .... Off (; (s» ds = °J1dS = rJ <l. \Og~ <l. 0 logE. 

1 
log1· (3.5.9) 

The proof of the theorem is,comp1eted on noting that any two distinct 

solutions v.(s) i =1,2 of (3.0.2) that satisfy (3.5.1) - (3.5.3) will 
1 
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generate two distinct functions fa~ i = 1,2 satisfying the conditions 

(3.5.4) and (3.5.5) of Step 2; (3.5.7) and (3.5.9) then yield a contradiction. 

Remark 3.6 

The results of theorems 3.4 and 3.5 are uniqueness results purely 

within the class of radial deformations. For the displacement boundary value 

problem for a punctured ball we do not in general expect uniqueness of 

equilibrium solutions as the following example due to ~ritz John shows. 

Consider the displacement boundary value problem for a punctured ball in 

which the outer boundary is kept fixed and the inner one is subjected to 

a rotation of about a fixed axis. There exist at least two equilibrium 

solutions to this problem, one differing from the other by the sense in which 

the inner boundary is rotated (see diagram). 

) ® 
@ 

The non uniqueness arises from the presence of a disconnected boundary. 

For examples of local uniqueness results for the displacement boundary value 

problem we refer to Valent (1978) and for global results for star-shaped 

domains to Knops and Stuart (1984). 

2. Uniqueness of Cavitating Solutions 

In this section we make a change of variables in the energy functional 

relative to which the energy becomes a convex function (see proposition 3.13), 

which leads to a proof of uniqueness of cavitating equilibrium solutions in 

theorem 3.14. 

First we state a propositi~n concerning the invertibi1ity of the relation 

v = r(R) 
R when r is a cavitating equilibrium solution. 



Proposition 3.7 

Let r E C2( (0 ,1]) be a cavi tating equilibrium solution wi th 

r(l) = A for A > O. Then there exists a function g:[AfO) ~ ~O,l], 

gE C2( [A,CD» satisfying 

(i) g(r(R» = R 

(ii) g(A) = 1 

(iii) Lim g(v) 
V ~co 

(i v) 

Proof 

R3 for R€ (0 ,1J , 

, 

= 0 , 

+ r(R) = r' (R) 
R 

for R€ (O,lJ • 

The existence of g satisfying (i) is a consequence of corollary 0.5 

and the inverse function theorem. Conditions (ii) and (iii) then follow 

from (i) as does (iv) on implicit differentiation. 

Proposition 3.8 

Let If> satisfy Hl-H3. If rE.C
2
«0,1]) is a cavitating equilibrium 

solution with r(l) = A > 0, then 

(i) Lim 
v_co 

1 [ 3g(v) 3g(v) 3g(v) J V3 If>(g'(v) +v,v,v) - g'(v) If>'l(g' (v) +v,v,v) = 0 

(ii) I(r) = If>(r'(l) ,A,A) + (A-r'(l»If>'l(r'(l) ,A,A) = H(A,r'(l», 

where g is defined as in proposition 3.7 and H is given by (0.7.2). 

Proof 

Condition (ii) is~a direct consequence of proposition 0.16. From the 

proof of proposition 0.16 it also follows that 

Part (i) then follows from proposition 3.7 on setting 

reO) > O. 

v = r(R) 
R 

since 



Remark 3.9 

If r€C2«0,l]) is a cavitating equilibrium solution with r(l) = A 

and if g is defined as in proposition 3.7, then 

g(v) 
3 1:. 1 for v E [A ,CD) = r (g3(v» V3 

and hence 

r 3(0) A3 
for v E [A P:» • V3 ~ g(v) ~ V3 (3.9.2) 

Remark 3.10 

The function H(X,Y) as defined by (0.7.2) satisfies 

a ax H(X,Y) > 0 for X€ (O,Y). 

whenever ¢ satisfies H1. 

Proposition 3.11 

Suppose tha~ ~ satisfies H1-H3 and that rE C2«O,1]) is a cavitating 

equilibrium solution with r(l) = A > O. Then the energy of the deformation 

is finite and given by 

I(r) = leg) d~f _OOJg.(v) ¢(3g(v) +v,v,v) dv, 
A 3 g'(v) (3.11.1) 

where g is defined as in proposition 3.7. 

Proof 

The energy I(r) is finite by proposition 0.16 

immediately from proposition 3.7 on noting that 

dv 2 
g'(v) - = 3R • dR 

(3.11.1) then follows 

We next show that the function g of proposition 3.7 satisfies the 

Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to the functional I as defined by 

(3.11.1) • 
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Proposition 3.12 

Let rE C2«0,1]) be a cavitating equilibrium solution. Then 

~ [-1 ~(3g(v) +v,v,v) + ~ ~ (3g(v) +v,V,V)] = 
dv 3 g' (v) g' (v) '1 g' (v) 

_~ (3g(v) +v,v,v) 
'1 g' (v) 

for vE [ASD) , (3.12.1) 

where g is defined as in proposition 3.7. 

Proof 

As 2 gE C ([A ,(0», (3.12.1) is equivalent to 

-1 [ 3gg' ,] 2 [gg~~-J L d :3 3 - (g,)2 +1 ~'1 - 3 ~'2 + 1 - (g')Z ~'1 + g' dv ~'1 = 

. for v E [A,ro) • (3.12.2) 

This may be rewritten as 

(3.12.3) 

The function r is a solution of (0.2.3) and hence 

R :R ~'1 (r', ~, i)]= 2 [ ~'2(r', i, i) - ~'1 (r', i, i)] (3.12.4) 

for R€(O,lJ. 

On setting 
r 

v = R' (3.12.4) takes the form (3.12.3) by proposition 3.7, 

completing the proof. 

The last proposition is an example of the general invariant nature of 

the Euler-Lagrange equations (see Cesari (1983) p.48). We next examine a 

property of the in~egrand of i as defined by (3.11.1). 

Proposition 3.13 

If <I> satisfies H1 then the function G: S ---+ IR defined by 

= -X2 <I> (3X1 ) 3 '1 X +v,v,v 
2 

(3.13.1) 
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is a convex function on S for each ve (0,(1), where 

(3.13.2) 

Proof 

Since S is a convex subset of 2 R for.each v E. (0,00) it is sufficient 

to show that the hessian of G is positive semi-definite on S. 

An easy calculation gives 

(3.13.3) 

It follows from HI, (3.13.3) and (3.13.2) that "the trace of Hess G(!) 

'and the determinant of Hess G(X) satisfy 

det (Hess G(!» = 0 and tr (Hess G(X» > 0 for! € S, 

for each v€(O~OO). Hence G(!) is positive semidefinite, completing the 

proof. 

We next state the main result of this section. 

Theorem 3.14 

If cP satisfies H1-H3 then for each A € (1,00) there exists at most 

one cavitating equilibrium reC2«0,l]) satisfying r(l) = A. 

Proof 

We suppose for a contradiction that there exists A e [1,l:J) for which 

there are two distinct cavitating equilibrium solutions 2 r.(R)€ C «0,1]) 
1 

with r.(l) = A i = 1,2. Let g. i = 1,2 be the corresponding functions 
1 1 

i· 

as defined in proposition 3~7; then by proposition 3.11 

I(r.) = i(g.) = _QOrg.(V) ~(3ii(V) +v,v,v) dv i = 1,2 • 1 1 AJ'1 gI(v) 
(3.14.1) 



It follows from proposition 3.13 that 

(3.14.2) 

where G is defined by (3.13.1) (this is an elementary consequence of the 

convexity of G). Integrating the second integral on the right hand side of 

(3.14.2) by parts we obtain 

Proposition 3.12 and (3.13.1) then imply that the integrand on the right 

hand side of (3.14.3) is identically equal to zero. We thus obtain 

(3.14.4) 

for each Me (A [b), where we have used the fact that gl (X) = g2 (A) = 1. 

Remark 3.9, proposition 3.8(i) and (3.13.1) then imply that the right hand 

side of (3.14.4) tends to zero as M tends to infinity, thus (3.14.1) and 

(3.14.2) imply th~t 

~ 

Interchanging the roles of r l and r
2 

in the above arguments we obtain 

, 
H(A,ri(l» = I(r l ) =~I(r2) = H(A,rz(l», 

where we have used proposition 3.8(ii). Corollary 0.5 implies that 



r!(l) < A i = 1,2, and thus it follows from remark 3.10 that 
l. 

Remark 3.15 

The theorem holds with H3 and H2 replaced by H7 (this follows analogously 

on using remark 0.16). 

Finally in this chapter we indicate the proof of theorem 0.14. 

The uniqueness of r follows from theorem 3.14. Proposition 0.9 then 
c 

implies that ris uniquely extendable to 
c 

of (0.2.3) with rc~R)·\Ac as R--+CX> and 

r E. C2
«0,ro)) as a solution 

c 

A € (l,A) by remark 0.10. It 
c 

follows from proposition 1.1 that there exists a global minimiser r of I 

on AA and proposition 0.3 implies that r is a solution of (0.2.3). By 

proposition 1.6 reO) = 0 if and only if r(R) = AR, and using proposition 

0.16 and HI we obtain 

Thus r(R) ~ AR and so reO) > 0, hence r is a cavitating equilibrium 

solution and so r(R) == r (R) by part (i). 
c 

1 
d is the unique root of drc(d) = ~ then 

Finally, if 

R 
rc(R) = dr c (d) 

~ E (A ,(0) and 
c 

is a cavitating 

equilibrium solution satisfying reel) =~. The above arguments then imply 

that r_ is the global minimiser of I on A • 
c ~ 

Corollary 0.15 follows on using remark 0.17 in place of proposition 0.16 

in the above argu~ents. 
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CHAPTER 4 

In section 1 of this chapter we present results on the asymptotic 

behaviour of solutions to the mixed problem for punctured balls ~tudied 

in chapter 3. Our main result will be the determination of the first 

term in a uniform expansion for such solutions, this is given in theorem 

4.9. 

In section 2 we indicate possible applications of our results to 

problems concerning the interactions of holes in a material. 

Proposition 4.1 

Suppose ~ satisfies Hl, El and for each A,t > 0 let 

whenever 

I£(r) d~f lJR2~(rt(R) r(R) r(R»dR 
, R ' R 

.• E 

r e A£ where 
A 

A~ d~ f ( r'E. Wl , 1 ( c ,1) ., r ( 1) 'I. t 0 ()} 
II. l Co = fl., r > a.e., r E ~ 0 • 

t4.l.l) 

( 4.1.2) 

is a strictly positive sequence with £ --+ 0 as n ~OO and 
n 

is a minimiser of It" on A~, then there exist r € AA and 

a subsequence ( £ I. such that 
n( j)J 

for each aE(O,l). 

Moreover 

I (r) = Inf I. 

AA 

Proof 

(4.1.3) 

(4.1.4) 

The existence of follows from analogous arguments to those used 

in proposition 1.1. Fixing a E'(O,l) there exists N(a) such that 

0<£ < 8 
n 

whenever n > N(8). It then follows from El that 

o 



const. 

for n> N«}), (4.1.5) 

where -r is any global minimiser of I on A'A. (there exists at least one 

by proposition 1.1). The De 1a Vallee Poussin theorem (c.f. Cesari (1983» 

then implies the existence of a subsequence \r~n1 which is 

k 1 t · w1 ,1 (~ ,1) • wea y convergen 1n u Using the techniques of proposition 1.1 

and choosing inductive subsequences ~;d;} of \ ~~.11 for some positive 

sequence ~ak 1 --.:., ° as k ---..00, it can be shown that the diagonal sequence 

then satisfies (4.1.3) for some r e A'A.. 

Finally, to prove (4.1.4) we note that for each aE. (0,1) 

r€n(j) € A~ for j sufficiently large, hence (4.1.5) implies that 

la(r€n(j,) ~ l(r) for j sufficiently large. 

The weak lower 'semicontinuity of la then implies 

But this holds for each ae (0,1) and so by the monotone convergence theorem 

(4.1.6) 

Since r E. A'A. equa1i ty holds in (4.1.6). 

We next prov~ a similar convergence result for the traction problem. 

Proposition 4.2 

Let ~ satisfy H1, E1 and let be a minimiser of on .g€ where 
,~ 

(4.2.1) 
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and 

DE r 1 1 
'0 = \. r E. W ' (£ ,1) ; r(E) ~ 0, r' > 0 a.e. } (4.2.2) 

Then for each positive sequence (En1 wi th £ ~ 0 as n --':"00 there 
n 

exist a subsequence and r € Pl such that 

wl ,l(a 1) 
j --+00 rE.n(j) 

, . r as (4.2.3) 

for each a€(O,l). 

Moreover 

I (r) = Inf I • 
P -B 

(4.2.4) 

Proof 

Again the existence of the relevant minimisers is a consequence of the 

arguments of proposi tion 1.1. Fixing a€. (0,1), there exists N(a) such 

that En < a whenever n > N(a), hence 

for n > N(8) , 

where r is any global minimiser of 

proposi~ion 1.2 it follows that 

(4.2.5) 

IonS. Using El and the arguments of 
p 

(4.2.6) 

where Kl and K2 are positive and may be chosen to be arbitrarily large. 

On integrating the second term on the left hand side of (4.2.6) by parts we 

obtain 
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On choosing Kl > 2K2 > P and by (4.2.5) we obtain a uniform 

bound on ren(l). The proof of the proposition is then completed in an 

exactly analogous manner to that of proposition 4.1. 

Our next proposition concerns the properties of minimisers rE of I£ 

and gives the existence of the punctured ball solutions whose uniqueness 

was proved in theorem 3.4. 

Proposition 4.3 

Suppose that· <P sa tisf ies H1, H5, H11, E1, E2 and that A E. (1 fP) • 

Then for each £ € (0,1) there exists a minimiser r£ of If. on A~. 

Moreover r£ € C2([~,1]) is a solution of (0.2.3) and satisfies (3.0.4) -

(3.0.7) • 

Proof 

Applying the techniques of proposition 1.1 we obtain the existence of a 

minimiser re Of IE on A~ for each £ E (0,1). Identical arguments to 

those contained in the appendix then imply that 2 
r£ E. C «£,1]) and is a 

solution of (0.2.3) satisfying (3.0.4) and (3.0.5). It therefore suffices 

to show that re satisfies rE (E) > 0 since this implies that r€ 

satisfies (3.0.7) (on using analogous arguments to those in the appendix). 

We s'uppose for a contradiction that re (£0) = 0 for some E E. (0,1). 
o 0 

Since A > 1 by assumption r£ (R ) = R 
o 0 0 

for some Ro € (£0,1). By the 

optimality of rEo it then follows that r defined by 

if R E. [R ,1J 
.0 _ 

satisfies 

contradicting H11. 
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We remark that similar arguments can be used to show that for € fixed 

the deformed cavity size is a monotone function of the boundary displacement. 

Our next proposition gives more detailed information on the convergence 

of the energy minimisers rE of IE • 

Proposition 4.4 

Suppose that q, satisfies H1-H4, E1, E2 and that for each £ > 0 r£ 

is a global minimiser of 

(4.4.1) 

(ii) if a: s E~ 0, (4.4.2) 

where rc is the cavitating equilibrium solution (if there is no cavitation 

we set f... • cOO). 
cr1t 

Proof 

It follows from proposi tion 4.1 and theorem 0.14 that for each a € (0,1) 

w1 ,1(a 1) 
r£ ' ) r t as E---+ 0 if A ~ A 

crit' 
(4.4.3) 

where 

and 

rt(R) E AR 

w1 ,1(a 1) 
r f ' ) r as £~O if A > A c crit· 

(4.4.4) 

We first treat the case A ~ A . and we suppose for a contradiction 
cr1t 

that (4.4.2) does not hold. ' Then there exist ~ > 0 and positive sequences 
o 

with ,the properties 

(a) £n ~ 0 as n ---:'00, 

(b) for each n 

(c) I re (x ) - AX I ~ £ for all n • 
~n . n n 0 



Condition (4.4.3) implies that for each aE (0,1) 

Sup I rE(R) - AR I ----+ ° as E.--+ 0. 
[a,l] 

We may therefore assume without loss of generality that 

(4.4.5) 

x ~ ° as n ---+00 , 
n 

and on choosing we obtain a contradiction of the fact that 

r € (R) > ° for R E (€, lJ • 

(rE would necessarily have the form indicated above). 

We next consider the case A > A 0t. We again suppose for a contradiction crl. 

that (4.4.4) does not hold. Then there exist £ > ° 
o 

sequences ( £. n1 ' (xnl with the properties 

(a) E. n ~ 0 as n ~oo, 

(b) xn € [£n ,1] for each n 

( c) Ire: (x ) ,- r (x ) f ~ £ for all n • 
1"\ n c n 0 

Again (4.4.3) implies that for each a€ (0,1) 

Sup I r On-r (R) I --. 0 as € ---+ 0 
[a ,1J ,. ,c 

and we therefore assume that ' 

x ----+ 0 as n --.00. 
n 
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(4.4.6) 

(4.4.7) 

(4.4.8) 

(4.4.9) 

(4.4.10) 



Note that for all n by proposition 4.3. We claim 

that 

r~ (1) < r'(l) for all n , 
C.n C 

(4.4.11) 

since if for some N r'(l) < r~ (1) it then follows from HI that c (;.,., 

for R € [EN ,1] • Consideration of the phase portrai t together wi th HI then 

implies that 

1 1 
o ~ VZ q;,(r~(g1(v» ,v,v» (4.4.12) 

v = 

where g is defined in proposition 3.7, contradicting the fact that r£N 

satisfies (3.0.7); thus (4.4.11) holds. The continuity of 

exi s tence of a such that 
o 

r (0) ~ r (R) ~ r (0) +f2 for R e: (0,0 ] c c c 3 0 

Setting' a = a in (4.4.9) we obtain 
0 

I rEn(R)-rc(R) 1< ~ for R E: [ao,l] 3 , 

for sufficiently large n. Hence 

rc (8 ) 
en 0 

r (a ) + ~ r (0) + ~ ~ c 0 3~ c 3 

. 

r implies the 
c 

(4.4.13) 

(4.4.14) 

(4.4.15) 

if n is sufficiently large, where we have used (4.4.13). By the arguments 

of theorem 3.5 
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and so by (4.4.11) and (4.4.8) we conclude that 

rc (x ) ~ r (x ) + e: '> r (0) + £ 
c..n n c n 0 c 0 

(4.4.16) 

for sufficiently large n by (4.4.13) and using (4.4.10). Conditions 

(4.4.16) and (4.4.15) together contradict (3.0.4) for large n. 

Proposition 4.5 

Let ~ satisfy H1, H2, H3, H4, H5, E1, E2. Then if E is sufficiently 

small r
E 

E C2( [E,l]) is a solution of (0.2.3) satisfying (3.0.4) - (3.0.7) 

if and only if it is the unique global minimiser of 

(i) if A~ A crit 
then Sup I r£(R)-AR I ---+ 0 as £~ 0 and 

[E ,1] 

(ii) if A > A crit 
then Sup I re. (R) -r c (R)I --+ 0 as £ ---+ O. 

[E,l] 

Proof 

It follows from the arguments of proposition 4.3 and theorem 0.14 that a 

global minimiser r£ always exists and satisfies (0.2.3) and (3.0.4) 

(3.0.7). Theorem 3.4 implies that r£ is unique; proving the first half 

of the proposition. The second half follows on applying proposition 4.4. 

Remark 4'.6 

The above proposition holds with H3 and H4 replaced by H7; this is a 

consequence of corollary 0.15. 

The preceding results then strongly suggest that the following type of 

bifurcation breaking occurs; as illustrated in the figure below where we 

have plotted the deformed cavity size against ,the corresponding boundary 

displacement A. Th~ red line represe~ts the values of rA(O) where 

r
A 

is the minimiser of I o~\ AA and the dark line represents the values 

of where r~ is the minimiser of IE on A\ (E. is fixed and chosen 

to be small). 
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deformed 
cavity 

size 

Acrit 

We next examine the existence, uniqueness and asymptotic behaviour of 

solutions of (0.2.3) that satisfy 

(i) ro(R) 
R 

as R ~oo for some A € (OP» , 

( i i ) r' (R) .;> 0 for R € [1,cP) , 
o 

(i. i i) r (1) > 0 and 
o 

(iv) T(r (1)) = o. 
o 

(4.6.1) 

(4.6.2) 

(4.6.3) 

We will use r 
o 

to obtain the first term in an asymptotic expansion for 

solutions of (0.2.3) satisfying (3.0.4) - (3.0.7). 

Proposi tion 4.7 

If 
+ 

satisfies El, E2, H2 ,"H3-H6, H8 then for each A E (1 ,A ° t) crl. 

there exists a unique solution satisfying (4.6.2) - (4.6.5) 

(where we set 

Proof 

A ° =00 if there is no cavitation). crl.t 

(i) We first consider 'the case where is finite and we fix 

A E (l,A 0t). As noted in remark 3.3 the integral curves of (3.3.5) are 
crl. 

invariant under the flow generated by (3.0.2). Standard results for 
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ordinary differential equations then imply that there exists a solution 

f € C1«a,b» of (3.3.5) with a < A < b and such that f(A) = O. If 

v(s) is a solution to the initial value problem for (3.0.2) wi~h data 

where v € (A,b); then v(s) 
o 

exists for 

s E [0,00). The solution v(s) also exists for s ~ (-c,O) , where 

c > 0 is chosen to be maximal. To prove the proposition it is sufficient 

to show that (v(s),v(s» crosses the zero stress curve for some 

s e (-c,ro); i.e. that v(s) = a(v(s» for some s € (-c,OO) (where 0 

is as defined in proposition 3.1). Suppose for a contradiction that this 

does not occur, then we claim that c =00. If not v(s) would induce a 

solution r of (0.2.3) on (e -c ,ro) satisfying r~R) -+ A as R ~(X) and 

r(R) -+OJ as R --.. e- c contradicting the fact that r'(R) > 0 for 
R 

-c ) R E (e ,CD. 

The proof now proceeds by using an argument which in phase space 

corresponds to 'sandwiching' the solution curve (v(s) ,v(s» between the 

cavitating solution and the zero stress curve; it follows from consideration 

of the phase portrait and proposition 1.6 that reO) > 0 and that for R 

sufficiently small 

R 2 1 r(R) 
o < T(r(R» < (r(R» <I> '1 (r~(g'"3(-R-» 

r(R) r(R» 
-R-' R (4.7.1) 

by H1, where r 
c is the cavitating equilibrium solution and gc is as 

defined in proposition 3.7. Finally as r 
c 

satisfies T«r (0») = 0 it 
c 

follows from (4.7.1) that Lim T(r(R» = 0 contradicting theorem 3.14. 
R~O 

( ii) We now Consider the case when' -~ and we suppose for a I\. • t - \,I'J crl. 

contradiction that the proposition does not hold for some A € ( 1 ,(0). Then, 
o 

( .. 
using the arguments of (i) there exists a solution r E C2( (0 ,ro.» of (0.2.3) 

satisfying 

~o 



(a) o < r'(R) < r(R) for R € (Op.» , 
R 

(b) as R -.(X). 

It then follows from (a) and proposition 0.6 that 

T(r(R» ~ C 0 as R ~ O. 

Hence for 1..1 E. (A ,OJ) there exists a solution r € C
2«0,l) of (0.2.3) 

o 

with 

(c) r(l) = 1..1 , 

(d) 0 <r'(R) < r~R) for R€ (0,1], 

(e) T(r(R»\' C as R ~ 0 , 

(we simply chopse r to be a suitable rescaling of r). Using analogous 

arguments to those of proposition 0.16 we conclude that r has finite 

energy and that 

I(?) = H(Il,r'(l» - Lim R3H(r~R), r'(R», 
R-O 

where H is defined by (0.7.3). It follows from (d) and (e) tha~ 

R3H(r~R)., r'(R» > 0 for R E (0,1) and hence by (4.7.2) that 

(4.7.2) 

(4.7.3) 

where we have used H1. This is a contradiction of propositions 1.1, 1.6 and 

0.3 since by assumption there is no cavitation. 

Proposition 4.8 

If ro E C2([l,ro) is a solution of (0.2.3) satisfying (4.6.2) and 

(4.6.3) then 

r (R) 
o 

1 = AR + O(RZ). (4.8.1) 
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Proof 

Let h E C2«a,b» be a solution of (3.3.5), where A € (a,b) and 

h satisfies h(A) = 0; then by Taylor's theorem 

h(v) = -3(V-A) + g(V-A), 

where 

I~~~~~~I < constant for IV-AI sufficiently small. 

Hence if v(s) is the solution of (3.0.2) corresponding to 

change of variables (3.0.1), then 

(4.8.2) 

(4.8.3) 

r under the 
o 

v(s) = h(v(s» = -3(V(S)-A) + g(V(S)-A) if s is sufficiently large. 

As v(s) > A for all s, standard arguments imply that 

e
3s I v(s)-AI < const. for all s 

and (4.8.1) holds by (3.0.1). 

Theorem 4.9 

Suppose that 
+ 

satisfies E1, H1, H2 , H3-H8 and that 

is a solution of (0.2.3) satisfying (3.0.4) - (3.0.7) with 

Then 

R = Er (~) + 0(£), 
o 

where r E C
2

( [1 ,CD» is as defined in proposi tion 4.7. 
o 

Proof 

We define rE by 
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A € (1 ,A . t) • cr1 

(4.9.2) 



It then follows that 
2 1 

r E C «(1, £J) is a solution of (0.2.3) for each 

€ € (0,1) and sat i s fie s 

(i) 
1 A 

rE (-r) = € , (4.9.3) 

(ii) r£ '(1) > 0 for ,\E [1, i J ' (4.9.4) 

(iii) ~ '1 (rE , ( 1) ,r': (1) ,r E ( 1) ) = o • (4.9.5) 

The rE exhibi t the following monotonici ty property; if 0 < £ < E: then 2 1 

r £1 (1) < r£'l ('1) for 1 E [1, ~\. ] ; 

otherwise by (4.9.3) there would exist ~ E [l,~] with 
o (1 

rE,(~ ) = r£1 (1 ) d~f A ~ and the rE~ would correspond to two distinct 
o 0 0 0 

solutions of the mixed displacement/traction problem on [1,1J" contradicting 

theorem 3.4. "'It follows by an analogous argument that 

(4.9.7) 

1 

Moreover,H8, (4.6.5), Hl and proposition 0.6 then allow us to conclude further 

that 
for ~ E [1, i), EE (0,1). 

Using (4.9.2) we obtain 

(4.9.10) 

for each £ E (0,1) • 
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Thus in order to prove (4.9.1) it is sufficient to show that 

Sup Ir£('l)-r (1) I ~ 0 as £~ O. 
[1,!] 0 

€ 

(4.9.11) 

Given a >0 it follows from proposition 4.8 that there exists a constant 

M1 such that 

1 
whenever E~ M • 

1 
(4.9.12) 

To prove that (4.9.11) holds it is therefore sufficient by (4.9.12) and 

(4.9.9) to show that 

Sup I r U»-rE ('I) I ---+ 0 as £' ~ 0 
(l,M] 0 

(4.9.13) 

for each ME (1,00). 

We suppose for a contradiction that this does not hold; then there"exist 

M E (1 ,ex», a. € (0 ,CO) and a sequence (£ \. 
o 0 \. n) wi th £. ~ 0 as n ~CP 

such that 

It follows from proposition 0.8 that 

for all n. 

Also 

rtn(M) ~ r (M ) 
o 0 0 

for all n by (4.9.9). 

Conditions (4.9.15) and (4.9.16) 'imply that (r£n} 

in W2 ,1(1 M) and since the embedding , 0 
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(4.9.14) 

(4.9.15) 

(4.9.16) 

is a bounded sequence 



is compact we may assume without loss of generality that 

as n ---.0) pointwise for a.e. 1€ (l,Mo) and 

--.. t r' as n ---'00 pointwise for a.e. 1E (1 ,Mo) , 

for some r E Wl,l(l M ) (where by assumption , 0 r ~ r ). 
o 

(4.9.17) 

(4.9.18) 

On writing (0.2.3) in a weak form it follows that each r satisfies 

2 I r En ('1) '1 ~, 1 ( r£ t'I (rp , 1 (4.9.19) 

for 1 € [1, ~] , where we have incorporated the boundary condition (4.9.5). 

From corollary 0.5 and (4.9.9) we conclude that 

... 

~ ~ r E.
n 

(f)) < r (1 ) f [1 1] f 
fI. q. 1 0 or '1 E , ~, or all n. (4.9.20) 

By proposition. 0.8, (4.9.20), (4.9.5) and the continuity of ~'l there 

exists a constant c > 0 such that 

c < r€n'(l) < r Et'I'('1) < A for '1 E [t, ~nJ , for all n. (4.9.21) 

On using (4.9.17), (4.9.18), (4.9.20) and (4.9.21) we can pass to the limit 

in (4.9.19) by the dominated convergence theorem to conclude that -r 
satisfies (4.9.19) for a.e. 1 E [l,Mol. It then follows from theorem 0.2 that 

r satisfies (0.2.3). By proposi tion 0.9 . r may be extended to [l,OJ) as a 

solution of (0.2.3) and as 

(which follows on uS,ing exactly analogous arguments to those used in' obtaining 

(4.9.7)) we conclude from (4.6.2) that 
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r~) ---+ A as 1--+(0 

Note also that r satisfies (4.6.5) since it was a solution of (4.9.19). 

Hence ro and r are distinct solutions of (0.2.3) satisfying (4.6~2) -

(4.6.5), contradicting the uniqueness result of proposition 4.7.~ 

2. Formal Expansions and Proving Validity 

Our results for 'punctured' balls in chapter 3 section 1 and the first 

half of this chapter are of interest in studying the interactions between 

holes in a material; consider a mixed displacement/traction boundary value 

problem for a material with stored energy function Wand having the 

following reference configuration Q: 

If W is a polyconvex stored energy function satisfying growth hypotheses 

that prevent cavitation and we look for energy minimising configurations 

~~(!) for Q~ satisfying 

and zero traction on the cavity surfaces, then using the existence theorems 

of Ball (1977) and the techniques of proposition 4.1 we can show that 

For simplicity"we now consider the problem of a single hole of radius 

centred at X in ~ We will be interested in the first order effect of 
-0 

the hole on the surrounding material. 
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Formal Derivation of an Expansion 

For small values of £ we expect equilibrium deformations to be radial 

to first order in the vicinity of the cavities. Guided by our results for 

a central hole in a ball of elastic material we expect boundary layer effects 

together with significant changes in strain in a neighbourhood of the holes. 

We therefore rescale variables in the boundary layer by setting 

and try the following·leading terms in the inner and outer 

expansions 

Outer: AX 

Inner: e: 1;,( ''1 \ ) 9 
.. 1 ' 

where r is as in proposition 4.7. Applying the method of matched o 

asymptotic expansions (see Fraenkel (1969) and Eckhaus (1979» we obtain the 

following first order correction to the outer expansion 

Outer 

where f is a solution in Q of the equilibrium equations linearised around 

AX with 

and where 

Validity of the ,Formal Expansion 

Generally, the first step towards a rigorous proof of the validity of 

such expansions is to combine the inner and outer expressions; one hopes that 

the composite expan~ion formed will be uniformly valid. This idea was 

formalised by Fraenkel (1969) together with the asymptotic matching principle 
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in terms of inner and outer expansion operators (see also Eckhaus (1979». 

Van Harten was able to prove the validity of formal expansions for certain 

singular perturbation problems through application of the ~ontraction 

mapping principle in a suitably chosen Banach space (his particular 

contribution was in using norms that depended on the perturbation parameter); 

see Van Harten (1978), Eckhaus (1979). His proofs relied on careful use of 

the maximum principle (c.f. Protter and Weinberger (1967» to obtain bounds 

on the solution of the equations linearised around the formal expansion. 

In the case of radial deformations of a punctured ball and for a 

separable stored energy function it is possible to prove a stronger version 

of proposition 4.9; namely that 

(The proof makes use of the contraction mapping principle and employs some 

of the techniq'ues of Van Harten (1978». However, for more complicated 

stored energy functions the method fails through inapplicability of the 

maximum principle, but a perturbation theorem due to Morrey (see .. Morrey 

(1966» may be of relevance here and in the general three dimensional case. 

Work on metals (e.g. Cox and Low (1974), Hancock and Cowling (1977» 

indicates that void nucleation and coalescence is a possible mechanism for 

the initiation of fracture. This type of ductile fracture is often considered 

to be a phenomenon of plasticity. However, the successful use of Rice's 

J-integral in non linear, fracture mechanics (see Rice (1968), Eshelby (1975» 

indicates that this type of phenomenon could be treated within the framework 

of non linear elasticity provided unloading does not take place. We 

conjecture that in weak materials high, stresses between the holes will give 

" 

rise to cavitation between them. The cumulative effect of this across a 

body could be a mechdnism for the initiation of fracture, with the creation 

of a line of holes leading t~ the formation ,of a crack. 



CHAPTER 5 

In section 1 we present elements of the classical Weierstrass theory 

of the Calculus of variations. For ease of presentation we restrict 

attention to the problem of minimising 

" def 1f 
J(y) = 0 f(X,y{x),y,(X)~ dx (5.0.1) 

on 

A d~f {y(x)E. W1 ,1(0,1) ; yeo) '> 0( , y(l) = ~} , (5.0.2) 

where f is a positive C
2 

function and ~,~ > 0 are constants. For a 

precise statement of the general theory and further details we refer to 

Cesari (1983) or to L. C. Young (1980), Morrey (1966), Bo1za (1973). 

In section 2 we use the theory developed to prove uniqueness of the 

cavitating equilibrium solution and to provide a general interpretation of 

cavitation via~his field theory. 

1. Classical Field Theory 

Definition 1. We say that Y E. A 
o is a strong ~ minimum of J on A if 

for"· some E > 0 

J(y ) < J(y) 
o 

for all yEA wi th lIy - y olt., < £ 

(5.0.3) 

Definition 2. The Weierstrass excess function E: IR 
4 ~ IR corresponding 

to the integrand f is giNen by 

~(x,y;p,q) d~f ·f(x,y,q) - f(x,y,p) + (p-q) fp (x,y,p). 

where f denotes differentiation of f with respect to its third 
p 

(5.0.4) 

argument. It is well known .. that if Y € C
1
([0,l]) n A is a strong local o 

minimum of I on A then 
;.~ 

E (x, y (x); y t (x) , q) >,0 for all q E JR, x E (0,1) • 
o 0 (5.0.5) 
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In higher dimensions the analogous conditions are those of quasiconvexity 

and strong ellipticity (c.f. Giaquinta (1983» which imply (5.0.5) in the 

case of dimension one. 

Definition 3. If D C IR is connected, we say that YEC2(D) is an 

extremal of J on D if y is a solution of 

d 
dx 

f (x, y (x) , Y t (x) ) 
p = f (x,y(x) ,y~ (x» 

u 
for xED, 

where f denotes differentiation of f with respect to its second 
u 

argument; (5.0.6) is the Euler-Lagrange equation fo~ (5.0.1). 

(5.0.6) 

Definition 4. If S C R2 is an open simply connected region, we say that 

the one-parameter family of functions (y(x,ex); ex€. Al with A C IR 

constitutes a field of extremals F of J over S if 

(i) for each (a ,b) € S there exists a unique cc € A such that 
0 

y(a,ex ) = b, (5.0.7) 
"0 

(ii) for each <xEA 2 y(x ,0<) E C (Doc) is a solution of (5.0.6) where 

Doc is a subset of !R . satisfying 

~ ::> (x E!R ; (x,y(x,cx» E 5} . 

Definition 5. We define the slope function P 

corresponding to the field of extremals F by 

P ( a , b) = ddx y (x , Dc 0) I for (a, Q) € S, 
x=a 

where ()( € A 
o 

is the unique element satisfying y(a,()() = b. 
o 

(5.0.8) 

(5.0.9) 

i.e. P(a,b) is the slope at (a,b) corresponding to the unique extremal 

of the field passing through the point (a,b) (see figure 1) 

Figure 1 

(P(x ,y ) is the slope, 
o 0 

of the arrow indicated) 
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* Definition 6. We define the Hilbert integral J relative to f and the 

field ~ by 

J*(z) = oly(X,Z(X),P(X,Z(X))) + (z'(x)-P(x,z(x)))f (x,z(x) ,P(x,z(x))) dx 
p r 

for zE A, (S.O.lO) 

where P is as in definition S. (The integral (5.0.10) clearly exists by 

our differentiability assumptions on f, p and z). 

Definition 7. For each yeC([O,l]) the graph of y Gr(y) is given by 

Gr(y) = (x,y(x)) ; X€[0,J.]1. (S.O.ll) 

Definition 8. We say that is imbedded in the field of 

extremals ~ if 

( i) Gr(y ) C 
0 

s, (S.0.12) 

(ii) y (x) = y(x,rlj for all xe[O,l] , (S.0.13) 0 

for some o<~ € A. 

The following result is well known (c.f. Cesari (1983) for the proof). 

Proposition S.l 

Let ~ be a field of extremals of lover a region SC ~2 which is 

open and .. simply connected. Then there exists a function H* . II~? --.-. R 

with the property that 

(i) (S.l.l) 

and 

* * 
1 

(ii) J (z) = H (x,z(x) ,P(x,z(x))) (S.1.2) 
'0 

( () f 11 " € WI , 1 (0 ,1) where i) and ii hQld or a ~ 
\,'. 

wi t h G r ( z) c S. 

Using this proposition we\can prove the next result which is a modified 

version of a theorem found in Cesari (1983) p.73. 



Theorem 5.2 

Suppose that the extremal wi th Y E. A o 
is embedded 

in a field of extrema1s F over S (an open simply connected subset of 

Gr(y ) C $. 
o 

Let 

~ (x,y P(x,Y) ,q) > 0 for all (x,y) E $, for all q e: IR q # P(x,y) (5.2.1) 

where P is the slope function corresponding to F. Then 

J(y ) < J(y) 
o 

for all yEA Y ~Yo satisfying Gr(y) C S and such that 

* * H (s,y(x) ,P(x,y(x))) = H (x,y (x) ,P(x,y (x))) o 0 

at x = 0,1. 

Proof 

It follows from (5.2.1) and (5.0.4) that 

1 
* * 

1 

(5.2.2) 

* * J(y) > J (y) = H (x,y(x),y'(x)) = 
o 

H (x,y (x),y'(x)) 
o 0 o 

= J (y ) = 
o 

J(y ), 
o 

henever Y € A y:::::.!: Y satisfies Gr(y) C S w , F 0 and (5.2.2). The last 

* equality follows from the definition of J and the assumption that y 
o 

is imbedded in F. 

2. Interpretation of Ca~tation Using the Field Theory 

We assume throughout this section the existence of a cavitating 

equilibrium solution 
2 r E C «0,1]). We will also assume that the stored 

c 

energy function ~ satisfies H1, H2, H3 ' and H5. 

Remark 5.3 

It follows from proposition 0.9 that r may be extended to 
c 

r E: C2( (0 ;eD)) as a solution of (0.2.3) satisfying 
c ' .' 

rc(R) \ A 
R c 

R --+ CP for some A € [l,aJ). ,c 

on 

as 



Proposition 5.4 

Let 

(5.4.1) 

Then 

Y:c def {Y(R,a) a e: (0,00)1 , (5.4.2) 

(5.4.3) 

is a field of extremals of lover DAc where rc € C2«0,ro» is a 

cavitating equilibrium solution with rc(R) ~ A as R ---00. 
R c 

Proof 

The set F consists of extrema1s because of the invariance of (0.2.3) 
c 

under the scaling (r,R) ~ (dr,dR) for dE (Opo). It follows from the 

properties of 

and 

r 
c 

that 

y(R ,a) ~ A R as a---tO 
o c 0 

y(R ,a) ---. 00 as a ---. (X) • 
o 

Hence there exists a E (0,00) such that 
o 

y(R ,a ) = r 
000 

so the extremals cover DAc. 

corollary 0.5. 

Remark 5.5 

The uniqueness of a 
o 

is a consequence of 

Our assumption Hl~implies that the Weierstrass excess function E 

corresponding to the integran~ of (1.1.1) satisfies 
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1 

t(a,b,c,d) > 0 for all a,b,c,~ € (OsP) with c ~ d. 

(see definition 2). 

Our next proposition concerns the invertibility of the relation 

v = 

Proposition 5.6 

If r E C
2 «Opo» is a cavitating equilibrium solution then there 

c 

exists g E C
2

( (A ,(0) ) satisfying 
c c 

(i) (r~(R» 
gc R = R for all R € (0,00) , (5.6.1) 

(ii) Lim g (v) = 0, (5.6.2) c v --.0) 

(iii) Lim g (v) =(X) • (5.6.3) 
v --+ A c 

c 

Proof 

The proof of this theorem is exactly analogous to that of proposition 3.7 

and will be omitted. 

For convenience we record the following analogue of proposition 3.8(i). 

Proposition 5.7 

If rc € C
2

«0,CD» is a cavitating equilibrium solution and gc is 

as defined in proposition 5.6, then 

(5.7.1) 

where H is given by (0.7.3). 

Proposition 5.8 

Let r € C
2«0,CJJ» be a cavitating equilibrium solution and let 

c \~ 

P c:DAc ---+ IR be defined by 
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P (R r) = r' (g (~Rr )) c 0' 0 c c 0 
for (R ,r ) € D\ 

o 0 1\(. 

(5.8.1) 

where gc is as defined in proposition 5.6. Then Pc € Cl(D'A,~) and is 

the slope function corresponding to the field of extremals Fc given in 

proposition 5.4. 

Proof 

The proof follows from definition 5 and proposition 5.4. 

We next prove that any cavitating solution r 
c 

is a strict minimum of the 

energy amongst all functions r E A'A, with 

Theorem 5.9 

Let r € C
2«opo)) be a cavitating equilibrium solution with c 

r(R) ~ 'A, as R --.-.0). If r (1) = 'A, then 
R c c 

for all 

Proof 

I(r ) < I(r) 
c 

with Gr(r) C D\ , r ~ r • 
1\(. C 

(5.9.1) 

It follows from proposition 5.4 that t= defined by (5.4.2) is a field 
c 

of extremals of lover D'A, 
c 

It is consequence of Hl that 

R2~(q, ~Rr '~Rr ) > R2(~(p (R ,r ), ~Rr ,~)+ (q-P (R ,r )~'l(P (R ,r ), En, ~Rr )1 
o 0 0 0 coo 0 Ro coo coo Ro 0 

for all (R ,r ) € D'A , q E (0,00) q ~ P (R ,r ), 
o 0 '''C coo 

(5.9.2) 

where P is the slope function corresponding to the field 1= as defined 
c c 

by (5.8.1). Notice that (5.9.2) is the restatement of condition (5.2.1) 

of theorem 5.2 for the integrand R2~ wi th the field of extremals F . c 

Now let r € A'A, (.satisfy r:i r c ' Gr(r) C DAc and I(r) < +00 (the 

result of the theorem holds trivially if I(r) = +00 by proposition 0.16). 
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Then using (5.9.2) we obtain 

for a.e. R€.(O,l). 

Step 1 

We claim that the right hand side of (5,9.3) is equal to 

! ~ [R3H ( r(R), P (R ,r(R))) ] for a.e. R € (0,1), 
3 dR R c 

where H is defined by (0.7.3). The expression (5.9'.4) is equal almost 

everywhere to 

R2H(f,P
C
(R,r» + R33 [4>'1 :R Pc(R,r> + 24>'2 ~(r'- f> + (~(r'- f> - d~pc(R,r»4>'l 

+ (i - Pc(R,r» :R 4>'1] (5.9.5) 

(5.9.6) 

To prove the claim it is therefore sufficient to show that the exp'ression 

in square brackets in (5.9.6) is equal to zero almost everywhere i.e. that 

(5.9.7) 

for a.e. R € (0,1). 

and setting w = r in (5.9.7) this is equivalent to showing that 
R 

(~ 

(5.9.8) 

for a.e. R € (0,1), 

RA. 



where we have used the definition of 

of (0.2.3) and setting 

Hence 

v = ~ gives 
R 

P 
c 

(5.8.1). But r is a solution 
c 

(5.9.9) 

(r'(g (v»-v) d (~'l(r'(g (v» ,v ,v») = 2[~,.)(r'(g (v» ,v,v) - ~'l(r'(g (v»),v,v» c c dv c c c. C C C C . 

for v E (A. ,(0). 
c 

Comparison with (5.1.8) then proves the claim. 

Step 2 

We next show that the right hand side of (5.9.3) is in 1 
L (0,1). 

It follows from propositions 0.6, 5.6, corollary 0.5 and (0.3.6) that 

V €['" ""') (5.9.10) I\~ ,V'-' • 

Since Gr(r) C DA., by assumption we conclude from the definition of Pc 

that 
2 r r 

R ~(Pc(R;r), R' R) is bounded. It follows from propositio~s 0.12 

and 0.9(a) that r' is bounded and hence 
c 

2 r r 1 
(r'-Pc(R,r»R ~(Pc(R,r), R' R) e L (0,1), (5.9.11) 

since r'E. Ll(O,l) by assumption. As I(r) < +(0 (5.9.11) and (5.9.13) 

imply that 

(5.9.12) 

which together with (5.9.11) implies that the right hand side of (5.9.3) 

is in 1 
L (0,1). 

Step 3 

It follows from Steps 1, 2, (5.9.3) and the fundamental theorem of 

calculus that 
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l 

lJ 2 • r r 1 1 r d 3 r 
I(r) = 0 R ~(r , R' R)dR > 3 cJ dR(R H(R'Pc(R,r»)dR, 

= 1 (H(~,P (l,~» - Lim R
3

H( i,p (R,r»1 • 
3 c R ..... O c 

We will show that (5.9.1) holds in the two cases 

(i) Lim 
r(R) < +CX> , 

R--"O 
R 

(ii) Lim 
r(R) 

+<P • = 
R--"O 

R 

If (i) holds then there exists a constant M such that 

~ < r(R) M for R c -R- ~ 

Then setting v = r(R) 
R 

we obtain 

sufficiently small. 

for v E [~ ,M] 
c 

from continuity. Hence by (5.9.18) and (5.8.1) 

Lim R
3
H(f,p (R,r) = 

R--"O c 

(5.9.14) 

(5.9.15) 

(5.9.16) 

(5.9.17) 

(5.9.18) 

(5.9.19) 

Inequality (5.9.1) is then a consequence of (5.9.13), (5.9.14), (5.9.19) and 

proposition O.16(iii). 

If case (ii) holds and £>0 it follows from proposition 5.7 that 

for all R . f. r(R) ~ -.I sat1s y1ng -R---- M 

for some constant M. Then applying the arguments of case (i) on the 

interval [~c,M] we again conclude that (5.9.19) and thus (5.9.1) holds. 

As a corollary we have the following al ternative proof"of theorem 3 .14. 

Theorem 5.10 

For each ~ E (1 ,(0) 

solution r € C
2
«0,1) 

c 

there exists at most one cavitating equilibrium 

-
satisfying 
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Proof 

We suppose for a contradiction that there exist A E (0 fIJ) 
o 

and 

r
c

' r~ € C2
«0,1]). distinct cavitating equilibrium solutions satisfying 

r (1) = rN(l) = A • Then by corollary 0.5 Gr(r~) C D~ and applying c c 0 c /\,( 

theorem 5.9 we obtain I(r ) < I(r ... ). c c 

r. we obtain a contradiction. 
c 

Remark 5.11 

Reversing the roles of r 
c 

Theorem 5.9 is a modified application of theorem 5.2, the main 

and 

difference being that the endpoints of the admissable curves lie on the 

boundary of the region under consideration (theorem 5.2 circumvents this 

difficulty by assuming that they lie in the interior). 

We next construct a field of extremals F over by extending 

Define by 

(5.11.1) 

where ~c is as in proposition 5.4 and ~t is given by 

(5.11.2) 

Then the following is an easy consequence. 

Proposition 5.12 

~ as defined by (5.11.1) and (5.11.2) is a field of extremals of lover 

1R2 
++. 

The field F 
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It is a consequence of p~oposition 5.8 and the definition of ~t that 

the slope function P corresponding to the field F is given by 

{ P (R ,r ) if r > A R (5.12.1) coo 0 c 0 

peR ,r ) = o 0 !!l if A R (5.12.2) r < Ro 0 c 0 

Proposition 5.13 

Let r €. C
2( (0 ,(0)) be a cavi tating equilibrium solution and let F 

c 

be defined by (5.11.1). Then for each A € (0 fO) and r E A
Jl

, r € F wi th 

I(r) < +Cl> and r(R) 0 Lim --R-- > . the Hilbert integral 
R--"O 

* I satisfies 

I(r) > I*(r) = [H(Jl,P(l,Jl))] - Lim [R3H(r~R) ,p(R,r(R)))] , 
R-O 

where P is given by (5.12.1), (5.12.2) and H by (0.7.3). 

Proof 

(5.13.1) 

Let r satisfy the hypotheses of the proposition; we first show that 

bJ 2[ r r r r] 1 b 3 a R ~(P(R,r), R' R) + (P(R,r)-rt)~'l(P(R,r), R' R) dR = 3 a R H(R,P(R,r)) 

whenever and for RE (a,b). (5.13.1) 

It follows from Step 1 of the proof of theorem 5.9, proposition 0.9(b) and 

(5.12.1) that (5.13.1) holds on any interval for which r~R) > AC for 

R € (a,b). r(R' To v~rify that it holds in the case where --R- < AC . for 

R E (a,b); we note that by (5.12.2) 

R2 [n.( r r r r r r r)] 
= '*' R' R' R ) + ( R -r t) q" 1 ( R' R' R 

and so (S.14.1) clearly holds. 
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The arguments of Step 2 in the proof of theorem 5.9 together with our 

assumption that Lim r(R) > 0 
R ~ 0 R 

then imply that R3H(R ,P(R ,r» E W1 ,1(0,1) , 

proving the proposition. 

Using the results of proposition 5.13 we obtain the following theorem. 

Theorem 5.14 

Let r € C
2«0,CO» be a cavitating equilibrium solution and let F 

c 

be defined by (5.11.1). Then for each A € (0,00) if Y ~ F is the unique 

element satisfying y(l) = A then 

I(y) < I(r) 

for all with I(r) < +00 and r(R) 
Lim R > O. 
R--+O 

Proof 

The proof is an easy consequence of proposition 5.13 on noting that firstly 

the arguments of Step 3 in'the proof of theorem 5.9 and the assumption that 

r(R) 
Lim R > 0 
R--+O 

together imply that Lim R3H(R,P(R,r(R») = 0 and secondly 
R ---. 0 

that I*(z) = I(z) for all z € ~. Thus 

* * I(r) > I (r) = I (y) = I(y). 

Theorem 5.14 is another modified application of theorem 5.2. 

Finally we indicate how the assumption Lim r(R) > 0 
R ..... 0 R 

may be relaxed. 

To do this we first note that the conclusions of theorem 5.14 hold if 

3 R.H(R , peR ,r(R ») ~ 0 n n n n 
as n ~OO for some sequence R ~O. 

n 

If such a sequence did not exist then Lim r(R) = 0 
R -... 0 R 

the existence of a constant k > 0 such that 
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R3~( r r r) K 
'*' R' R' R ~ for R € (O,lJ • 

We now assume that ~ satisfies the further condition 

where 

3 
= ~ 4J(v i ) + ~(v1,v2,v3) 

i=l 

~, 4J > 0 and LIin + ~(v, v , v) < + CO 
v ---. 0 

(5.14.1) 

(5.14.2) 

(5.14.3) 

Thus if r € A~ satisfies I(r) < +00 it follows from (5.14.2) that 

contradicting the fact that 
2 r 1 R 4J(R) E L (0,1). Thus for stored energy functions 

of the structure indicated if and r 
I(r) < +00 then Lim R > O. 

R ---. 0 

In closing 'we remark that the results of this chapter indicate that 

higher dimensional field theories will be useful tools in tackling problems 

in non linear elasticity. 
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APPENDIX 

Constitutive Assumptions 

Throughout this thesis unless otherwise stated we assume that 

~ € C3( R3 ) and that ~,.(l,l,l) = 0 so that the undeformed configuration 
++ 1 

is a natural state. We will also refer to the following hypotheses on ~. 

(HI) 

This is known as the tension-extension inequality. ~or an interpretation 

of HI see Truesdell and Noll (1965). 

(H2) [Vi~'i(Vl'V2'V3)-Vj~'j(Vl'V2'V3)]~ 0 

v. - v. 
1 J 

i i j ,v. i v. 
1 J 

We say that + satisfies H2 if strict inequality holds. The set of 

+ inequalities HZ are known as the Baker-Ericksen inequalities (see Truesdell 

and Noll for an interpretation). 

(H3) Either 

= CO 

or 

Lim [~(vl,v2,v2) - vl~'1(vl,v2,v2)]= -00 
vI ,v2~O 

v l < v2 

(H4) Either 

:~ 

Lim . [~'1 (vI ,v2,v2) ].=-00 
vl ,v2--..0 \ v~ . 

vI> v2 
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or 

. (H5) 

(H6) 

(H7) 

(H8) 

Lim [~(Vl,V2,V2) - vl~'1(vl,v2,V2)) = +(» 
v

l
,v

2
--+0 

vI> v2 

~'l (v ,a,a)" --+ +OO(respectively -co) as v --... CO (respectively 0) 

for fixed a € (0,0:». 

det(Hess ~ ) Iv.=l 
1 

def 
de t (~, .. (l ,1 ,1)) > O. 

1J 

4>.i - ~. j if. 0 + '2',. "~ • 
v. - V. 1J 

1 J 

4>,.(v,v,v) = 0 for all i if and only if v = 1. 
1 

This is the assumption that 4> has only one natural state. 

2 
(H9) (v3~1)2 &(v) E. Ll(O,CO) for a E [l,O:>]where 

" .d_~f 1 
~(v) ~(VZ,v,v). 

(HlO) There exist constants M > O,k such that 

(El) 

for A;' k 

if v. # 1 for some i • 
1 

where 

lIJ : (0,00) ---. (0,00) sa tisf ies 

( i ) lIJ E C ( (0 ,CD) ) 

(ii) lIJ(v) ---..OJ as V---"C1J 
v 

(iii) lIJ( v) ~ OJ as v ---'to O. 
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for some constants M,€ € (0,00). 
o 

Further Constitutive Assumptions for Chapter 2 

The function f : 
+ + 

R x (-1 ,(1)) ~ IR satisfies f1 if there exists a 

constant k E (O,rD) such that 
o 

( i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

( iv) 

(v) 

( q,1) 

( q,2) 

and 

1 (q,3) 
v3-1 

and is convex for each k e: (O,k ), o 

f'(k,v) ---.0) as v ---+00 for each k E (O,k ), 
o 

f(k,O) ~ c as k ---+ 0, where c € [0,(0) is a constant, 

are constants, 

f(k,v) ~ ro as v ~ -1 from above for each k € (O,k ), 
. 0 

M € (0,00) is a constant. 

3 
q,(v1 ,v2 ,v3) ~ ~ 'lJ(v.) where 'lJ 

i=1 1 
[0 fD) ~ (O,ro) 

satisfies 

(i) 'lJ is continuous 

(ii) 'lJ(v) ----+00 as 
v 

v --.ro. 

Lim q" 1 (v, a, a) < + CD 
v -+ 0+ 

for a E (0 ,(0) 

Lim q, '1 (v ,a ,a) >-00 for a € (0 ,CD) . 
v ~cn 

'" dq,(v) € ,. L 1 (,1 ,ro) '" def 1 where q,(v) q,(VZ' v, v) • dv 
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(~4) There exist constants A,B > 0 and ~ £ (0,2) such that 

Proof of Proposition 0.3 

The proof uses a technique from Ball (1982) theorem 7.3 

Let k € (1,00) and define sk by 

tP e 
1 1 

< r'(p) < k) sk = (i{,1) k 
(6.0.1) 

let v€L(O,l) satisfy 

J vdp = O. (6.0.2) 

sk 

Then setting 

(6.0.3) 

where xk is the characteristic function of sk' it follows from (6.0.2) 

and (6.0.3) that r£ satisfies 

( i) r£ (1) = A , 

(ii) re(O) = r(O) 

(iii) ri(p) = r'(p) if 1 
P ~ i{ or if 

Since 1 r E C((i{,11) and r' > 0 a.e. , 
1 r(i{) > 0 and so rE, (p) > 0 for 

P € (0,1) provided ~ is sufficiently small. It follows from (iii) that 

ri(p) > 0 for a.e. p E (0,1) provided 
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2k . ltv nod 

and thus 



rE e AA for sufficiently small €. The triangle inequality implies that 

rA ~ r r 
~(r' ~ ~)-~(r' - -) 

£ 'e 'p 'p 'p + , p 'p 'p 'p I
~(r. ~ ~)-~(r' ! !) 

E E 

for p E (0,1). 

Notice that the above inequality is identically zero for 1 
P e: (0, 'k). If 

and then the two terms on the right hand side of 

(6.0.4) are bounded by a constant independent of € • If and 

then, on multiplying by 
2 P , the right hand side of (6.0.4) 

takes the form 

,by (iii) and the mean value'theorem, where 

and 9( p) €. (0,1). 

We now write 

g(p,9,€) 
= !. [ r ( p ) + Ee ( P ).:f xk vd, ] 

p rep) 

and using the fact that 

rep) + £S(P).J xk vd, 

rep) -1 < £: 
o 

(6.0.5) 

(6.0.6) 

(6.0.7) 

(6.0.8) 

for £ sufficiently s~all, we conclude from E2 that the right hand side of 
<.1." 

(6.0.4) is bounded by 
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(6.0.9) 

1 1 
Since r(p) > r(k') for p E (k" 1) and since I(r) < +CO by assumption it 

follows that (6.0.9) lies in Ll(i,l). As r is a global minimiser of I , 

on using the dominated convergence theorem we obtain 

(6.0.10) 

Since I(r) < +00 , 

and integrating (6.0.10) by parts then gives 

J~ 2 r r 1 f P q; , 2 ( r' ,!.,!.) dp ] • v(R)dR (6.0.11) R ~'l(r' 'i'i) + 2 = ~. 
sk R P P 

As (6.0.11) holds for all v € Loo(O,l) with J vdp = 0 it follows that 

k 

where is a constant. Finally since meas (0,1)/ U sk) = 0, the 
1 

are all equal and an application of Ball (1982) theorem 4.2 implies 

r E Cm«O,l) and satisfies (0.2.3) and (0.3.1). 

If r(O) > 0 the n 1 e t w €. COO ( (0 ,1) ) satisfy w(p) = 1 for 

and w(p) = 0 for It is a consequence of E2 that 

On setting 

1 
p€ (0'"3) 

1 
R~'2(R)e.L (0,1 



we obtain 

o = :£ [I(UE)] = :JlR2~'l(R)W'(R)+2R~'2(R)W(R)dR = 
£.0 

proving the proposition. 
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